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Résumé en Français
Contexte
Ce travail a été effectué dans le contexte d’un projet financé par l’ERC, Defying
Amdahl’s Law (DAL) [Sez10], dont l’objectif est d’explorer les techniques microarchitecturales améliorant la performance des processeurs many-cœurs futurs. Le projet
prévoit que malgré les efforts investis dans le développement de programmes parallèles,
la majorité des codes possèderont toujours une quantité signifiante de code séquentiel.
Pour cette raison, il reste primordial de continuer à améliorer la performance des sections séquentielles des-dits programmes. Au sein de cette thèse, le travail de recherche
se concentre principalement sur l’étude des différences entre les sections parallèles et
les sections séquentielles de programmes multithreadés 2 (MT) existants. L’exploration
de l’espace de conception des futurs processeurs many-cœurs est aussi traitée, tout
en gardant à l’esprit les exigences concernant ces deux types de sections ainsi que le
compromis performance-surface.

De l’unicœur au multicœurs, puis au many-cœurs
L’industrie des processeurs est passée des processeurs simple cœur aux processeurs
multicœurs [PDG06] il y a presque une décénnie afin de mitiger certains problèmes
tels que la difficulté d’augmenter la fréquence d’horloge ou la forte dissipation thermique. Ces problèmes – combinés à l’augmentation exponentielle de la complexité des
processeurs faisant que la performance n’augmentait que de façon incrémentale – ont
mené à l’avènement de l’ère des multicœurs. Conséquemment, les efforts de l’industrie
se sont portés sur l’augmentation du nombre de cœurs dans un processeur possédant
une architecture moins complexe mais plus efficace d’un point de vue énergétique.
Cependant, de nouveaux problèmes dûs aux multicœurs ont émergés, principalement
liés à l’utilisation de ressources partagées (mémoire cache, mémoire centrale, réseau
d’interconnexion) par les programmes multithreadés. Ces nouvelles difficultés ont encouragé les chercheurs à étudier les architectures parallèles et en particulier des solutions
pour permettre l’exécution efficace des sections parallèles des programmes sur ces architectures.
2

Un thread correspond à un flot de contrôle exécuté sur un cœur (logique ou physique) d’un processeur.
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Initialement, les multicœurs étaient utilisés uniquement par les scientifiques pour le
calcul scientifique ainsi que par certaines industries requérant de hautes performances
de calcul. Cependant, aujourd’hui, les multicœurs sont présents dans de nombreux appareils tels que les ordinateurs portables et les stations de travail. De plus, les appareils
embarqués tels que les téléphones portables et les tablettes requièrent une consommation faible tout en fournissant une puissance de calcul élevée, privilégiant l’utilisation
de multicœurs. Suivant cette tendance, l’industrie et l’académie ont déjà commencé à
étudier la suite logique aux processeurs multicœurs, les processeurs many-cœurs.
“Many-cœurs” ou ”Kilo-cœurs” est un terme à la mode depuis quelques années. Il
s’agit en fait d’une seule puce (processeur) possédant des centaines de cœurs. Ces puces
pourraient être accessible dans seulement quelques années. Quand des processeurs à 4
ou 8 cœurs sont essentiellement utilisés pour exécuter plusieurs programmes distincts en
parallèle, les many-cœurs possédant ces centaines de cœurs requerront des programmes
hautement parallèles pour tirer parti de leur puissance de calcul potentielle. Les manycœurs seront utilisés soit pour réduire le temps d’exécution d’une application donnée
sur un certain jeu de données (i.e. afin de réduire le temps de réponse), soit pour permettre l’augmentation de la taille du problème à traiter dans un temps donné (i.e. fournir
un meilleur service).

Défis existants à l’heure des many-coeurs
A court terme, la loi de Moore [Moo98] continuera à fournir aux architectes davantage de transistors par unité de surface, c’est à dire plus de cœurs si l’on considère
la tendance actuelle. Le défi principal étant d’utiliser ces transistors afin d’obtenir un
niveau de performance correspondant aux ressources supplémentaires disponibles, tout
en gardant à l’esprit les contraintes énergétiques dues à l’activation de tant de transistors sur une surface si faible. La performance des multicœurs provient principalement
de la division des calculs entre plusieurs threads s’exécutant en parallèle. Cependant,
cette performance peut être limitée par de nombreux goulets d’étranglement logiciels
ou matériels. Du point de vue logiciel, le modèle de programmation utilisé pour paralléliser le programme peut être inefficace ou le programme peut n’avoir pas été parallélisé de manière à utiliser la puissance de calcul disponible e.g. : sections critiques
[EE10], partage de ressources partagées non nécessaires, etc. Du point de vue matériel,
l’accès à une ressource architecturale partagée par plusieurs threads peut créer de la
contention sur cette ressource [GKS12] e.g. : bande passante mémoire, caches partagés,
sur-utilisation du protocole de cohérence de cache, etc. De ce fait, la performance des
programmes parallèles dépend de l’architecture matérielle sous-jacente et du modèle de
programmation utilisé pour paralléliser le programme.
Tout les défis mentionnés plus haut se concentrent sur la conception de kernels par-
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allèles au sein d’un unique programme. Lorsque le programme entier est considéré,
différents problèmes fondamentaux doivent être résolus. En effet, les many-cœurs
actuels sont plutôt considérés comme des accélérateurs augmentant la performance
de programmes hautement parallèles. Cependant, même dans ce cas, certaines sections
du programme ne peuvent être parallélisées ou ne le sont pas par ignorance d’une telle
possibilité. Ces sections séquentielles du programmes ne peuvent être négligées.

Modèles de la performance parallèle actuels
Deux modèles, la loi d’Amdahl [Amd67] et la loi de Gustafson [Gus88], sont encore communément utilisés pour extrapoler la performance théorique des programmes parallèles.
Ces deux lois ne sont cependant que deux règles approximatives. La loi d’Amdahl
calcule l’augmentation de performance théorique d’un programme en considérant une
quantité fixe de travail réalisée par un nombre cœurs variable. La loi de Gustafson
détermine l’augmentation de performance en terme de travail réalisé. Cette loi considère que la partie parallèle d’un programme grandit linéairement avec le nombre de
cœurs P – comme illustré par la Figure 1 – alors que la partie séquentielle reste constante. Ces dernières années, des variations de ces deux lois ont vu le jour afin de prendre en compte le nombre de cœurs grandissant des multi et many-cœurs. La majorité
des travaux sur la performance s’est concentrée sur la dégradation de la performance
arrivant uniquement lors de l’éxécution des sections parallèles et dûes à la synchronisation et la communication entre les différents threads [EE10], [JM12], [YMG14].
Ces travaux n’ont pas étudié l’impact des sections séquentielles sur la performance des
programmes parallèles. Cette thèse étudie les goulets d’étranglement matériels et logiciels existants à cause de sections séquentielles explicites qui sont restés ignorés malgré
l’avènement des multicœurs, mais deviennent de plus en plus proéminents et peuvent
limiter le passage à l’échelle à l’ère des many-cœurs.

Figure 1: La loi d’Amdahl considère une quantité de travail fixe quand la loi de
Gustafson considère que la quantité de travail passe à l’échelle avec le nombre de cœurs.
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Directions de recherche
Les programmes parallèles sont composés de sections parallèles et séquentielles. Une
section séquentielle représente une partie du programme où un unique thread est actif.
En général, le rôle de ce thread est de contrôler l’exécution des threads parallèles et
d’exécuter les sections qui ne peuvent être parallélisées. Au sein de cette thèse, le
travail de recherche se concentre sur l’obtention de réponses aux questions suivantes :
1. Au sein d’un programme parallèle, les sections parallèles sont-elles différentes des
sections séquentielles? Il est important de savoir si les sections séquentielles et
parallèles ont des caractéristiques indépendantes de la micro-architecture différentes.
Par exemple, leurs combinaisons d’instructions, empreinte mémoire, flot de contrôle
(branchements), motifs d’accès mémoire, etc. Ces informations sur un programme
ou un groupe de programmes sont primordiales pour la conception d’un manycœur ayant un meilleur ratio performance/surface.
2. Comment modéliser le passage à l’échelle d’un programme sur les many-cœurs futurs? Les sections séquentielles et parallèles ne passeront pas forcément à l’échelle
de la même manière, ce que les modèles analytiques existant ne prennent pas en
compte. De ce fait, une méthode d’évaluation de la performance considérant
deux facteurs de passage à l’échelle différent est requise afin de déterminer le
comportement du programme lorsque le nombre de cœur augmente.

Contributions
Deux contributions sont décrites au sein de ce document.
• Le modèle de performance “Serial/Parallel Scaling” (SPS) Nous avons
développé une méthodologie permettant de distinguer les temps d’exécution individuels des sections séquentielles et parallèles au sein d’un programme parallèle.
Nous avons utilisé tiptop [Roh11], un outil de surveillance de la performance
pouvant échantillonner et enregistrer différentes métriques décrivant l’exécution
(e.g. le nombre de cycles ainsi que le nombre d’instructions exécutées) de différents
threads. Les principaux avantages de tiptop sont 1) un faible coût d’échantillonage
en terme de temps d’exécution, donc adapté à l’édude des many-cœurs. 2) tiptop
ne requiert ni d’annoter le code source du programme parallèle, ni d’instrumenter
le code à l’exécution. En utilisant les données mesurées, nous avons construit
notre modèle ”Serial/Parallel Scaling” (SPS) pour chaque application exécutée
sur l’architecture que nous avons considérée. Le modèle SPS utilise la taille du jeu
de données (I) et le nombre de cœurs (P ) afin de déterminer le temps d’exécution
d’un programme parallèle. Notre modèle empirique est donné dans l’Equation 1.
t(I, P ) = cseq I as P bs + cpar I ap P bp

(1)
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Le modèle SPS utilise six paramètres obtenus empiriquement afin de représenter
le temps d’exécution de programmes parallèles. Il prend en compte la taille du
jeu de données ainsi que le nombre de cœurs. cseq , as et bs sont utilisés pour
modéliser le temps d’exécution de la partie séquentielle du programme. cpar , ap
et bp sont utilisés pour modéliser le temps d’exécution de la partie parallèle du
programme.3 cseq et cpar sont des constantes pour la partie séquentielle et la
partie parallèle donnant une estimation initiale du temps d’exécution. as et ap
sont les paramètres de passage à l’échelle séquentiel et parallèle relatifs au jeu
de données (Input Serial Scaling [ISS] et Input Parallel Scaling [IPS]). bs et bp
sont les paramètres de passage à l’échelle relatifs au processeur (Processor Serial
Scaling [PSS] et Processor Parallel Scaling [PPS]). Dans la suite de ce document,
nous ferons référence à as, ap, bs et bp par leurs acronymes respectifs ISS, IPS,
PSS et PPS.

Règles d’analyses du modèle SPS
Nous présentons un ensemble de règles empiriques permettant d’analyser le passage à l’échelle de programmes parallèles depuis les paramètres SPS collectés en
utilisant un jeu de données de petite taille ainsi qu’un nombre de cœurs peu élevé.
– L’augmentation maximale de la performance est limitée par P P S : P P S
proche de −1 indique qu’une augmentation de performance quasi-linéaire
est possible. P P S proche de 0.5 limite l’augmentation de la performance à
la racine carrée du nombre de cœurs.
– La partie séquentielle peut passer à l’échelle avec la taille du jeu de données :
Si le passage à l’échelle se fait avec le même facteur que le passage à l’échelle
de la partie parallèle (ISS ≈ IP S), l’augmentation de performance sera
peu modifiée par la taille du jeu de données et atteindra rapidement son
maximum.
Nous considérons 9 programmes de PARSEC, LONESTAR et PLAST pour notre
étude. Les modèles de temps d’exécution pour ces 9 programmes sur un processeur Xeon-Phi sont obtenus en utilisant des paramètres I et P tels que {I ≤
16, P ≤ 16} et sont validés sur des mesures obtenues pour {I = 32, P ≤ 240}.
Nous pouvons observer dans la Figure 2 que l’erreur médiane résultante de la
prédiction de la performance d’un programme exécutant 240 threads est comprise
entre 3% et 20%, ce qui est acceptable lorsque qu’un niveau d’abstraction tel que
celui de SPS est utilisé. En particulier, SPS permet d’obtenir la limite haute de
la performance pouvant être obtenue en augmentant le nombre de cœurs et/ou
la taille du jeu de données.
3
Puisque le temps d’exécution par cœur de la partie parallèle inclut le temps passé dans la synchronisation et la communication entre cœurs, notre modèle pour la partie parallèle les prend en compte
par défaut.
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Figure 2: Diagramme en boı̂tes montrant les valeurs MIN, MEDIANE, MAX de l’erreur
obtenue lors de la prédiction de la performance pour {I = 32, P ≤ 240}, pour différentes
applications.
Nous avons comparé l’augmentation de performance maximale des programmes
parallèles considérés avec les valeurs prédites par les modèles analytiques existants (Amdahl [Amd67], Gustafson, [Gus88] et Juurlink et al. [JM12]) afin
d’illustrer qu’en réalité, la partie séquentielle a un impact majeur sur le passage à
l’échelle de certaines applications parallèles pour lesquelles la partie séquentielle
grandit avec la taille du jeu de données. Notre modèle permet l’inférence de
propriétés supplémentaires comme le fait que le poids des parties séquentielles et
parallèles est dépendant de l’architecture. Conséquemment, les facteurs de passage à l’échelle desdites parties peuvent uniquement être déterminés en exécutant
l’application afin de les mesurer explicitement. Finalement, dans le cas du passage
à l’échelle de la partie séquentielle, utiliser un many-cœurs homogène peut être
un choix inadapté, et nous avons donc montré la supériorité d’un many-cœurs
hétérogène utilisant quelques cœurs complexes et très performant en conjonction
d’un grand nombre de cœurs plus simples afin d’augmenter la performance du
programme dans sa totalité.
• Conception des many-cœurs du futur
Comme seconde contribution, nous avons analysé les caractéristiques intrinsèques
des parties séquentielles et parallèles de programmes parallèles et découvert que
ces caractéristiques diffèrent. La partie séquentielle est plus intensive au niveau
de la mémoire et possède plus de branchements (flot de contrôle complexe), alors
que la partie parallèle effectue plus de calculs et possède plus d’instructions vectorielles. Suite à ces observations, nous avons conduit une étude visant à définir
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les besoins matériels d’un cœur exécutant uniquement du code séquentiel ainsi
que d’un cœur exécutant uniquement du code parallèle. Pour cela, nous avons
utilisé des simulateurs à base de traces générées par un PINTOOL. Nous avons
exploré trois types de ressources pour chaque type de cœurs : 1) Le nombre
d’unités fonctionnelles requises. 2) Le prédicteur de branchement, puisque la
partie séquentielle a plus de branchements difficile à prédire, et requiert donc
un prédicteur de branchement complexe. 3) La taille du cache puisque la partie
séquentielle a une empreinte mémoire plus grande que la partie parallèle, i.e. la
localité des données est moins élevée et un cache privé de plus grande taille
doit être implémenté. De ce fait, les many-cœurs possédant de nombreux cœurs
simples afin d’exécuter la partie parallèle du programme ainsi qu’un faible nombre de cœurs complexes et performants afin d’exécuter la partie séquentielle du
programme semblent plus appropriés pour l’exécution de programmes parallèles.
Conséquemment, le many-cœurs du futur devrait être hétérogène.

Conclusion
A l’heure de many-cœurs sur lesquels de nombreux threads s’exécutent de façon plus
ou moins concurrente, il est primoridal de comprendre d’où proviennent les goulets
d’étranglement limitant le passage à l’échelle des programmes parallèles. Les modèles
analytiques existants considèrent que la partie séquentielle est soit constante soit négligeable,
et donc indépendante du nombre de cœurs et de la taille du jeu de données. Dans cette
thèse, nous montrons que le passage à l’échelle de la partie séquentielle peut être un
important facteur limitant pour certains programmes. La solution à ce problème est
d’améliorer la performance de la partie séquentielle au maximum afin d’améliorer la performance du programme dans sa totalité. De plus, nous sommes convaincus que dans
le futur, de nombreux programmes possèderont toujours du code purement séquentiel,
que ce soit parce que ceux-ci ne sont pas parallélisables, ou parce que le programmeur
n’aura pas sû exploiter le parallélisme existant. Cette partie séquentielle ne sera pas
négligeable. De ce fait, le many-cœurs du futur sera hétérogène avec quelques cœurs
complexes et performants combinés à de nombreux cœurs plus simples, le tout sur une
unique puce.
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Introduction
Context
This thesis work is done in the general context of the ERC funded Defying Amdahl’s
Law (DAL) [Sez10] project which aims at exploring the micro-architectural techniques
that will enable high performance on future many-core processors. The project envisions that despite future huge investments in the development of parallel applications
and porting it to the parallel architectures, most applications will still exhibit a significant amount of sequential code sections and, hence, we should still focus on improving
the performance of the serial sections of the application. In this thesis, the research
work primarily focuses on studying the difference between parallel and serial sections
of the existing multi-threaded (MT) programs and exploring the design space with respect to the processor core requirement for the serial and parallel sections in future
many-core with area-performance tradeoff as a primary goal.
Design focus in the processor industry has shifted from single core to multi-core
[PDG06] almost a decade ago to combat issues like increasing clock frequency, high
power consumption and high heat dissipation. These problems along with exponentially growing design complexity that resulted only in incremental performance improvement led to the multi-core era. Hence, the focus shifted towards increasing the
number of cores in a processor which will target less complex, power efficient hardware architectures. However, with multi-core new issues came with respect to the
utilization of shared resources like caches, memory and interconnects efficiently for the
multi-threaded programs. This has changed the research direction towards parallel
architectures and the focus more towards efficient execution of parallel parts of the
program.
Initially, multi-core processors were used only by scientists for scientific computations and high performance computing industries. But, today, they have become omnipresent in every computing device like desktops and laptops. Moreover, the portable
embedded devices like cellphones, tablets and wearable devices demands low power
consumption to have longer battery life and high computation for performance that
favors the utilization of multi-core processors. Following this trend, the industry and
academia have already started thinking parallel and focusing on the so called many-core
processors.
15
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“Many-core” or “Kilo-core” has been a buzzword for a few years. Single silicon die
featuring 100’s of cores can be on-the-shelf in a very few years. While 4 or 8-cores
are essentially used for running multi-program workloads, many cores featuring 100’s
of cores will necessitate parallel applications to deliver their best performance. Manycores will be used either to reduce the execution time of a given application on a fixed
working set (i.e to enable shorter response time) or to enlarge the problem size treated
in a fixed response time (i.e., to provide better service).
For the foreseeable future, Moore’s law [Moo98] will continue to grant computer
architects more transistors per unit area of the silicon die or more cores with respect to
the recent trend. The main challenge being how to utilize them to deliver performance
and power characteristics that fits their intended purpose. Performance in multi-core
processors are basically achieved by dividing computation among multiple threads running in parallel. Application performance can be limited by multiple bottlenecks from
software and hardware side. From the software side, the programming model used to
port the application might be inefficient or the application was not parallelized properly to exploit the available performance eg: critical section [EE10], false sharing etc.
From hardware side, multiple threads trying to use the shared architectural resource
might result in contention for the resource [GKS12] eg: available memory bandwidth,
shared caches, inefficient cache coherence policies etc. Therefore, parallel application
performance depends both on the underlying architecture and the programming model
used to port the application.
Many-core is expected to be a platform where one can exploit Instruction Level
Parallelism, Thread Level Parallelism and Data Level Parallelism to gain maximum
performance for a given application under a constant power budget. While determining the many-core performance, it is important to study these applications entirely
because many effects are difficult to identify in a study that only evaluates kernels
[HP03]. Amdahl’s law [Amd67] indicates that the achievable performance of a parallelized application on a massively parallel many-core will significantly depend on the
performance of the sequential code sections of the application. Currently emerging
workloads contain mix of applications which ranges from being embarrassingly parallel to partially parallel (by partially parallel we mean that whole legacy code is not
completely parallelizable) or completely sequential. These mix of applications place
varied performance/power demands on the architecture. Simply replicating identical
cores and the memory system into a many-core architecture (homogeneous many-cores)
e.g Intel Xeon-Phi [JR13] does not solve the demands of these mixed workloads and
hence, Heterogeneous Many-Cores (HMC) [[KFJ+ 03], [SMQP09]] with complex cores
targeting the sequential section and simple cores targeting the parallel section seems
more adapted. Industry has already started attempting heterogeneous multi-core for
saving power and to use the silicon die area efficiently, for example, ARM Big.LITTLE
[Jef12] and in the near future heterogeneous many-cores will be available in the market.
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In the many-core era, with lot of threads executing simultaneously it is critical to understand the performance bottlenecks that limits application scalability. Performance
evaluation has been an interesting and challenging area of research in the multi-core
architectures. It is highly used in making early design decisions for a yet to be built
system. In the past few years, most of the performance studies focused on performance
degradation occurring only in parallel section due to synchronization and communication between the threads [YMG14], [EE10]. And, number of interesting solutions have
been proposed by migrating threads to take advantage of the cache locality and avoid
data communication cost [LDT+ 12], [SKM+ 06], but, they did not focus on the impact
on performance due to the serial section of the code in the multi-threaded program.
This thesis studies the unexplored hardware and software bottleneck occurring due to
explicit serial sections that were ignored in the multi-core era, but, will become very
prominent and can be a bigger scaling limitation in many-core era.

Research questions
In this thesis, the research work focuses on answering the following research questions:
1. Are the serial and parallel sections of the multi-threaded program same
or different? It is important to know whether the serial and parallel parts have
a different micro-architecture independent characteristics like dynamic instruction mix, memory footprint, control flow (branches), memory access pattern etc.
These information about an application or a group of applications will be the key
to design the many-core with better area-performance trade-off.
2. How to model application scalability for future many-cores considering
the entire application? Serial and parallel sections may not scale in the same
order which the existing analytical models fails to capture. Therefore, a different
performance evaluation technique that considers both serial and parallel scaling
factor to determine the application scalability is required.

Contributions
The focus in this thesis is to show that the serial part of a multi-threaded program
cannot be ignored and can be a performance bottleneck for some applications when
executed on the many-core. Also, we study the difference between parallel and serial section of the program to design future many-cores with better area-performance
tradeoff. The future many-core we consider in the context of this thesis can function
independently with a host OS and not as an accelerator like currently available manycores.
There are two main contributions in this work.
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• As a first contribution, we analyzed a set of currently available multi-threaded
applications and quantified the impact of serial section in the performance of
the application in many-core era. To achieve this, we developed a methodology to monitor and measure the serial and parallel parts without instrumenting
the program using a low overhead performance monitoring tool tiptop [Roh11].
Then, we proposed a more refined but still tractable, high level empirical performance model for multi-threaded applications, the Serial/Parallel Scaling (SPS)
model to study the scalability and performance of applications in many-core era.
SPS model learns the application behavior on a given architecture and provides
realistic estimates of the achievable performance in future many-cores. Considering both input problem size and the number of cores in modeling, SPS model
can help in making high level decisions on the design choice of future many-core
architecture for a set of applications. We validate the model on two different architectures 1. Xeon Westmere cores with 24 logical cores and 2. Many-Integrated
Cores (MIC) Xeon-Phi with 240 logical cores.
• As a second contribution, we characterized the inherent program behavior of the
serial and parallel sections to find the difference between them. Then, using
different simulation models, we explored the hardware requirements of the core
that are needed for cost effective execution of serial and parallel sections. Our
analysis shows that, the micro-architectural resource requirements of both these
sections are different, thereby affirming that heterogeneous cores with few complex
cores and many small cores will benefit most applications in many-core era.

Organization of the thesis
This thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 1 describes the evolution of hardware
architecture from single-core to multi and many-core and discusses the current and
future challenges in designing a many-core processor. Chapter 2 focuses on the different
performance analysis techniques used and analyzes their limitations in many-core era.
Chapter 3 introduces the SPS model and illustrates the inference obtained with the
empirical model for different applications considered under study. Also, it focuses on
showing the need of heterogeneous cores with our area-performance trade-off analysis.
Chapter 4 studies the inherent program behavior of the serial and parallel sections
and concludes that they might need different kind of processors in the many-core era.
Finally Chapter 5 concludes this thesis by presenting a summary of contributions, and
provides some direction for future work.

Chapter 1

Multi and Many-core processor
architectures
In this chapter, we discuss the evolution of the microprocessor from single
core to multi and many-core both from the technological and the architectural perspective. Then, we focus on the recent trends in the multi and
many-core architectures designed in academia and industry. Finally, we
discuss the current issues and future challenges in designing the many-core
processors.

1.1

Rise and fall of single core era

From 1980’s to 2002 the processor performance was growing exponentially due to the
process technology scaling and micro-architectural innovations. This was the era of
free lunch where you invest more on hardware and your software will run faster. This
was mainly due to the exponentially increasing processor clock frequency on an yearly
basis till 2004 [chr]. In this period, the industry had advanced from manufacturing
processors at 3.0µm in 1977 to 90nm in 2004 [ITR15]. The belief behind the single
core scaling was that: smaller the transistors, the more transistors in the same area,
the faster they switch, the less energy they require, the less heat they dissipate and
ultimately higher performance gains.
From the technology side, processor industry was driven by Moore’s law [Moo98]
which states that processor performance doubles every 18-24 months as the number of
transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubles approximately every two years with
new process technologies. From the architecture side, computer architects were able
gain performance by improving the design choices [PJS97] and innovating new microarchitectural techniques. Design complexity increased initially with the introduction
2

[Edw] source for power, [chr] source for Clock frequency, [cou] source of Transistor count, [MIP]
source for MIPS
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Figure 1.1: Graph showing different growth trends of INTEL microprocessor parameters from 1970 till 2014.2

of instruction pipelining where execution of multiple instructions can be partially overlapped followed by super-scalar execution where multiple execution units are used to
execute multiple instructions simultaneously. Then, the recent developments like outof-order execution using register renaming technique and speculative execution using
branch prediction techniques became a standard component of single core high performance processors.
By the end of 2002, high performance processors were running at almost 4GHz
[SHU+ 01]. Fast switching transistors along with architectural technique like implementing deeper pipelines [SC02] helped in achieving higher clock frequency which in
turn resulted in higher processor performance. Figure 1.1 shows different trends as observed by Intel engineers which infers that 1980’s to 2002 was the golden period of the
single core processors. We can observe exponential growth in the amount of transistors
in a single chip, clock speed of the processor, power consumed by the processor and the
performance of the processor in this period.
Unfortunately, all good things have to come to an end and exponential growth of
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the processor performance hit a plateau by 2003. The reason behind this was mainly
due to the end of Dennard scaling [DGR+ 74] i,e the supply voltage required to make
the transistor work did not reduce and the power density increased [HAP+ 05] (amount
of power required by transistors per unit area) that resulted in increased heat dissipation. This marked the end of single core era from the industry and the research
towards improving single core performance slowed down in last decade. Following are
the reasons that better advocate the performance saturation of the uni-processors:
• Power Wall - Power consumption of transistors does not decrease as fast as
density increases [Bor99]. With higher clock frequency and more transistors in
a given unit area, there will be more switches per cycle which results in higher
power density and higher heat dissipation. In order to overcome power wall,
power-efficient designs and power-management techniques were adopted which
led to the saturation of the performance ([Pol99], [AML+ 10]).
• Memory Wall - Memory speed does not increase as fast as computing speed [WM95].
The rate of improvement of microprocessor speed exceeds the rate of improvement of DRAM memory speed. Therefore, various latency hiding techniques like
data prefetching ( [GHG+ 91], [CB92]), value prediction [ZC] are used to close the
gap between the speed of computation and speed of data access.
• ILP Wall - Law of diminishing returns on Instruction-Level Parallelism[HP03].
Even with complex design, the achievable sequential throughput was low due to
limitations in exploiting ILP. Limits of ILP has been studied for long now with
first work from Wall et al [Wal91] considering the limitations imposed by register
renaming, branch prediction and window size. They concluded that available ILP
lies in the range of 5-7 instructions on standard benchmark programs. In recent
research, different techniques of improving ILP are revisited using speculative
execution and value prediction [PS13], [PS15].
Thus, Power Wall + Memory Wall + ILP Wall = Brick Wall [ABC+ 06] sums
up the end of the single-core or uni-processor era. After 2002, most companies like
AMD, IBM, INTEL, SUN stopped relying on the fact of improving the performance of
uni-processors and started focusing on multi-cores ([BDK+ ], [Dal06]). A very familiar
case was that Intel canceled the design of Tejas Pentium 4 processor in 2004[Wol04]
as power consumption became a bigger issue. Nevertheless, there remained a way to
make use of the still increasing number of transistors as dictated by Moore’s law and
that was to put more than one processor core on each chip. This marked the beginning
of the multi-core revolution - From Single Core to Multi-Core: Preparing for a new
exponential [PDG06].

1.2

Evolution of multi-core and many-core

There is no clear definition that defines the multi-core and many-core processors in
both industry and academia. In the context of this thesis, we consider the following.
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• Multi-core - It is just incremental to the single core by adding two or more cores
(up to 10) on a single chip sharing one memory space under control of single OS.
Mainly used for latency oriented or peak performance bound workloads.
• Many-core - The number of cores on a single die may vary from 10s to 100s
depending on the size of the core. They may have uniform or Non-uniform memory architecture with a centralized or distributed OS. Eventually, many − core
is a buzzword coined after new Moore’s law that states the number of cores per
chip will double every two years over the next decade, leading us into the world
of many-core processors. Many-cores are mainly used for throughput oriented
workloads.

Free lunch is over
”Free lunch is over”, ”End of endless scalability” were very common statements in
computer architecture industry in the early 2000’s which meant that the exponential performance benefits reaped by the software developers just by upgrading their
hardware was over - ’Do not rewrite software, Buy a new machine’ [Sut05]. This was
possible because of the process technology evolution and micro-architectural improvements which resulted in higher computational power with more transistors on the same
silicon die. After free lunch was over, in the past decade there was a major shift in
the industry, where, both the software developers and hardware designers had to work
together to see any marginal improvement in the performance.
Parallel architectures and parallel programming models became the main focus from
2005. From there on, over the past decade the performance gain were mainly due to
software/hardware co-design by exploiting different sources of parallelism such as
• Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP): ILP was the main contributor to the
performance in single core era by exploiting parallelism between independent
instruction in a sequential program. In the age of multi and many-cores, it is still
important to improve the single core performance focusing on ILP [SMYH12].
• Data Level Parallelism (DLP): DLP refers to the execution of the same
operation on multiple datum simultaneously. In recent processors there are vector
units which performs a single operation between elements of a vector to exploit
DLP. Vector instructions are highly parallel and can be easily pipelined. For
example MMX [PW96], SSE [Lom11], AVX [FBJ+ 08] instructions from INTEL,
• Thread Level Parallelism (TLP): TLP is the main contributor to the performance in multi and many-cores by running multiple flows of execution of a single
process simultaneously in multiple cores on a different set of data. Simultaneous
Multi-Threading (SMT) [TEL95] is the commonly used technique to exploit TLP
and is used in almost all recent high performance processors.
These different source of parallelism can be realized either statically using compiler/software techniques or dynamically during the run-time using some hardware
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Diagram 1.1: Taxonomy of parallel architectures
techniques. Figure.1.1 clearly shows taxonomy of parallel architectures that exploit
different kinds of parallelism. Current multi and many-cores evolved by integrating
these different sources of parallelism in the architecture. In the next section, we discuss
the current trend in the many-core architectures.

1.3

Trends in many-core architecture

In the last decade, different parallel architectures were implemented in both academia
and industry which in someway or other tried to capture the potential performance gain
using the above mentioned parallel taxonomy. The independent benefits of the 3 sources
of parallelism are explicit but together how they perform in a single architecture is under
study and highly depends on the application in hand. Combining the potential of all
these source of parallelism, currently, there are 2 kinds of many-cores in the market.
1. Few larger cores: Ten’s of large many-cores are used in server based applications
which mainly targets on reducing the execution time of a workload at the expense
of the power.
2. Many small cores: Hundred’s or thousand’s of many-cores are mainly used
in throughput based application where amount of tasks processed per unit time
matters the most.
The setup of these systems are very common: cores have a private small L1 instruction
and data cache and some with a private L2 cache. In some architectures, cores are
grouped in clusters of two or four cores, which connect via a low-latency interconnect
to a shared L3 cache. Furthermore, the individual cores or clusters are connected via
a NoC with a ring or mesh topology or a multilayer bus to each other, and via one
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or more memory controllers to external DDR memory. Table. 1.1 shows the recent
implementations of the many-cores from both academia and the industry. These architectures all are single chip packages that delivers a high performance by utilizing
multiple cores and different level of parallelism. We can observe that the processors
belonging to few large cores runs at very high frequency. They are usually Out-of-Order
complex cores with 2,4 or 8 way SMT features. On the other hand, we can see that
the processors belonging to many small cores, runs at lower frequency around 1GHz.
They are usually simple In-Order cores with or without SMT.
We do not consider (general-purpose) GPUs at this point in our study. Although
they have thousands of cores, they are predominantly used in streaming applications like
graphics and specific scientific workloads and are mainly used as accelerator. Moreover,
GPUs cannot work as a stand alone system with an operating system to manage the
tasks running in it. As mentioned earlier, we consider the many-cores which can be
programmed with existing conventional parallel libraries like MPI, OpenMP / Pthreads,
can run an OS and has a conventional full fledged in-order or out-of-order core.
Processor

year

coretype

Few Large Cores
IBM POWER 7 [KSSF10]
2010 C1
+
Oracle UltraSPARC T3 [STH 10]
2010 SPARC V9
Fujitsu SPARC64X [YMA+ 13]
2010 SPARC V9
Intel E7-8890V2 [int]
2014 Ivy Bridge-EX
Many Small Cores
IBM CYCLOPS 64 [CZHG06]
2006 RISC
Tilera TILE-Gx8072 [til]
2009 DSP
+
Intel SCC [HDH 10]
2010 pentium -100
Adapteva Epiphany-IV [Gwe11]
2011 RISC
Intel Xeon-Phi MIC [JR13]
2012 Pentium -P54C
Kalray MPPA [Kal13]
2012 VLIW
Intel Knights Landing [Ant13]
2015 Silvermont

Freq.
Cores
(GHz) (threads)
3.5
1.6
3
2.8

8 (32)
16 (128)
16 (32)
15 (30)

.5
1
1
.8
1.2
.4
NA

80 (160)
72
48
64
60 (240)
256
≥ 60

Table 1.1: History of many core in the academia and industry

1.4

Design challenges in many-core era

In this section, we review the known challenges which were faced with multi-cores that
might probably continue to the many-core era and then discuss the forth coming challenges of the many-cores that are unexplored. In the past decade, as the number of
cores in a single die grew, more scalability bottlenecks came into limelight from the parallel part due to the programming model, communication model, memory consistency
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model etc. As with the multi-core, the major challenges remain both with software and
hardware in the many-core era.

1.4.1

Software challenges

Challenges faced during application development cycle of a parallel program are much
more complex than their serial version. An usual parallel application development cycle
consists of designing the parallel algorithm, implementing it in the form of a program,
debugging, tuning and optimizing the code till best performance is achieved in the
given hardware. Therefore, the first and foremost challenge moving to a multi and
many-core is to identify the potential parallel algorithm to solve the problem or to
identify potential areas in serial version of the program to parallelize. The software
challenge arises during the implementation phase in choosing a right programming
model, debugging and performance visualization tools.
1.4.1.1

Programming model

Programming models are important because they determine how well a range of different problems can be expressed for a variety of different architectures, and how efficiently they execute in a given architecture. In [VHvN+ ], the authors surveyed various
available parallel programming models and concluded that, despite the large variety of
programming models there are no model which a programmer can use in all stages from
design to complete development of the parallel application. Moreover, they classified
current day parallel programming models in 3 different classes:
1. Parallelism-centric models: These models are basically used to express the complex parallel algorithms. They are traditional models adopted for programming
many-core processors. Eg: Pthreads [NBF98], MPI [GLS99], OpenMP [DM98] ,
Cilk [BJK+ 95] etc.
2. Hardware-centric models: These models are basically used to give a higher level
abstraction to program the underlying hardware. These models require users to
understand the chosen platform and parallelize applications for it. Eg: Intel TBB
[Phe08], NVIDIA CUDA [K+ 07], AMD Brook+ [BFH+ 04], CellSS [BPBL06] etc.
3. Application-centric models: These models help users to find an effective parallel
solutions for the given application and implement them with optimal granularity
and parallel constructs to utilize the system efficiently. These models start with
a clear design phase that transforms a generic application into a parallel one and
are implemented using dedicated back end. Eg: SP@CE [VNGE+ 07], Sequoia
[FHK+ 06] etc.
To be successful, programming models should be independent of the number of processors [ABC+ 06] and should be portable among different parallel architectures. The
programmability gap is the difference between the theoretical performance of a platform and the observed performance of the applications running on that platform. The
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advent of many-core widens the programmability gap because platform peak performance is achieved only if applications are able to extract and express multiple layers
of parallelism, at par with those offered by the hardware platform.
1.4.1.2

Debugging and Tuning

Testing, debugging, maintenance and performance tuning of software applications usually take up more than 50% of the total effort that goes into designing software systems. In the context of many-core systems, it’s critical to record per-thread and percore behavior as well as the interaction between different shared resources and impact
on the usage of shared hardware components. The obvious challenge is dealing with
the ever increasing number of threads and cores. There will be scaling issues for the
performance-monitoring tools as they use sampling technique to monitor lot of different
PMU events. Added to this, when they monitor PMUs on per-thread basis these tools
should scale well to monitor concurrently in 240 logical cores/threads in many-core
processors like Xeon-Phi. Though all the hardware vendors provide their own performance analysis tools like Intel VTune [Mar11] , AMD CodeAnalyst [DTC08], NVIDIA
CUPTI [MBS+ 11] etc, the challenges lie ahead in making them a low overhead tool in
the many-core era. In our experience, VTune was crashing when used for more than
192 threads in Intel Xeon-phi and also the Tiptop [Roh11] tool which we have used
in this thesis initially did not scale well. We had to modify the code to reduce the
overhead and validate it.

1.4.2

Hardware challenges

With the number of cores in a single chip increasing, there are predictions that, in
future, not all the cores can be powered on simultaneously in the chip due to the
thermal and power constraints. Those parts of the die which cannot be powered on
are called ”Dark Silicon” [EBSA+ 11]. Basic hardware challenge comes from the dark
silicon problem which describes the limitations and challenges of many-core from the
technology perspective. Other than that, there are other design/architectural issues
and challenges which hinder the application scalability in the current multi- and manycores. The issues are mainly with the capability of the cores, communication among
the cores and communication with the memory system.
1.4.2.1

Core model

In the taxonomy of parallel architectures (Figure 1.1), we saw that there are three
different types of exploitable parallelism. One of the main challenges faced by manycore architects is how to design a chip with best performance/power/area trade-off by
employing all the three sources of parallelism. Most current general-purpose multicore processors are homogeneous both in terms of Instruction Set Architecture (ISA)
[KFJ+ 03] and the core architecture [SMQP09] used. All the different architectures
presented in Table 1.1 are made up of homogeneous cores which are simple replication
of a base single core with an on-chip interconnect to create a many-core processor. The
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emerging mix of workloads requires lot more dynamic hardware than the homogeneous
many-cores to attain high performance under constant power and thermal budget and
hence the need of heterogeneous cores. ARM introduced Big.LITTLE which was the
first heterogeneous multi-core processor in a single die that mainly targeted the lowpower multi-core segment. But, many-core heterogeneity is still not explored completely
and hence there are enough opportunities to explore and find an optimal design which
can achieve better performance/area/power goals.
1.4.2.2

Core to Core Communication

Having multiple cores on a chip with private and shared caches requires inter-core
communication mechanisms to maintain coherence on the shared data in the whole
memory system. Core to core communication for a long time in the shared memory
multiprocessors happened through a common bus with on-chip hardware or software
cache coherence protocols. Although coherence protocols serves the purpose in today’s
multi-core systems, the conventional wisdom is that on-chip cache coherence will not
scale to the large number of cores in the many-core era due to increasing traffic and
latency. To combat the issue due to the interconnect, research community is exploring
the possible options of using easily scalable, high-performance and low power Network
on Chips [BKA10]. Also, determining the communication pattern from the application
behavior [BWFM09] will help in building better communication systems for future
many-cores. In the currently available many-core platforms, crossbars are used in
GPUs which has limited scalability and uniform latency, ring networks are used in the
recent Intel Xeon processors.
1.4.2.3

Memory bandwidth

Memory bandwidth will be another scalability bottleneck in the many-core era. A
many-core system with thousands of cores will demand 100’s of GBs of memory bandwidth, and a traditional memory subsystem solution is not sufficient to handle high data
traffic. More over, the memory link becomes a shared resource and memory-controllers
are required to arbitrate the request and to avoid contention. Location of the memory
controllers within the on-chip fabric also plays an important role in the performance of
memory-intensive applications [AEJK+ 09].

1.4.3

Impact of serial section

All the above mentioned challenges mainly focused on the design challenges of the
parallel kernels which is only part of the application. When we consider the entire
application, there are more pressing issues to be addressed. Currently available manycores are more of accelerators which enhances the performance of applications having
high parallelism. But even then, there are certain parts of the application which cannot
be parallelized or left unparallelized due to ignorance. In such cases, the serial part in
the program cannot be neglected. Amdahl’s law [Amd67] determines the theoretical
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speedup of an application by considering a fixed amount of work done across varying
number of cores. The main observation from the model is that, speedup mainly depends
on the size of the serial portion even if we assume infinite parallel computing resources
i.e, the execution time of a parallel application for a given problem size cannot be
reduced below the execution time of the serial part of the program. Amdahl’s speedup
is given by Eq. 1.1, where f stands for the fraction of parallel part in the program, and
P is the number of cores of the machine on which the application is executed. In simple
terms, for a given application, the maximum achievable speedup is determined by the
fraction of serial part of the program that remains constant for a workload. Moreover,
Amdahl’s law does not define what contributes to the serial part of the program.
speedupAmdahl =

1
(1 − f ) +

f
P

(1.1)

The solution to this problem is to speedup the serial part as much as possible to
improve the performance of the whole application. We believe that in future, manycore applications will have bit of legacy code which will maintain the control flow of
the parallel kernels and this part of the program will not be negligible along with some
computation which happens in single thread. Therefore, the future many core will be
heterogeneous with few large cores and many small cores in a single die.

1.5

Future Heterogeneous Many-Cores (HMC)

Heterogeneity can be in different forms in many-core like core size, memory system,
ISA, OS etc. HMC’s are made for different goals which can be classified into two 1.
Performance/power optimized HMCs, 2. Latency/throughput optimized HMCs. In
this thesis, we mainly focus on the heterogeneity with respect to the core size and the
research falls under the first category. Core size directly relates to the performance capabilities of the core, therefore the HMC designed should have optimal area-performance
trade-off. The large cores are usually complex super scalar processors which targets
on exploiting ILP. These cores feature high-end micro-architecture design choices such
as deep pipeline, larger issue width, out of order execution, powerful prefetchers and
branch predictors. On the other hand, set of small cores are simple processors which
targets on exploiting TLP if the application can spawn multiple threads that can work
simultaneously. These cores feature shallow pipelines, less aggressive branch predictors
and lesser number of execution units. These small cores are highly power efficient.
Therefore, the sequential section of a multi-threaded program will benefit if executed
in larger cores and the many parallel threads will benefit if executed in the smaller
cores. One of the main challenges of future HMCs will be to cover the performance
improvement on the entire application as compared against today’s homogeneous cores
/ hardware accelerators which just focuses on improving the parallel and computation intensive kernels. In this thesis, we address this issue by considering the entire
application in our performance evaluation.

Summary

1.6
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Summary

For almost three decades starting from 1970s processors were primarily single core.
CPU manufacturers achieved higher performance by increasing operating frequencies,
core sizes, and also by using advanced manufacturing processes allowing more transistors in the same chip area. But by the early 2000s, they realized that the continuous
increase in frequency and core sizes caused exponential increase in power consumption
and excessive heat dissipation. Thus, the industry started manufacturing multi-core
CPUs to deliver higher performance with a constant power budget which reflects in
today’s desktops, laptops and even smart phones. Both industry and research communities have already been working on the many-core for sometime now after the single
core era ended.
In this chapter, we discussed the current trend in multi- and many-core architectures. We then classified currently available many-cores into 1. few large many-cores
that are used to achieve best performance on latency oriented applications and 2. many
small many-cores that are used to achieve best performance on throughput oriented
applications. Then, we discussed the hardware and software challenges faced by computer architects and programmers in exploiting many-cores. Most of the challenges we
discussed were on identifying and resolving the bottlenecks appearing in the parallel
kernels of the multi-threaded application and neglected looking at the other possible
bottlenecks that may arise when entire application is executed in the many-core system. With our belief that the future parallelized codes will still have some sequential
parts, we then introduced a bit about the impact of serial scaling in many-core era
which is one of the research goals in this thesis. Also, we finally discussed utilizing the
heterogeneous many-cores as a possible solution to overcome the performance limits
posed by the scaling serial section of the multi-threaded applications.
In the next chapter, we will focus on different performance evaluation techniques
employed in determining the parallel applications performance and will introduce the
state of the art of parallel analytical models that are used to determine the performance
of applications executed on parallel architectures.
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Chapter 2

Performance evaluation of
Many-core processors
In this chapter, we focus on the performance analysis of the parallel applications in the multi- and many-core era. First part of this chapter focuses
on different kinds of performance analysis techniques employed till now in
the computer architecture community and discuss their strengths and weakness. Then, we present the state of the art existing parallel models that
are used to estimate the performance of parallel programs and discuss their
limitations in many-core era.
Performance evaluation of a system is a very important step in building any complex
system. Performance evaluation techniques in the field of computer engineering can be
used in any phase of the systems life-cycle, right from design phase till maintenance
phase of the finished system. During the design phase, it can be used in exploring
the design space to choose the right design parameters. During implementation phase,
it can be used to predict the performance of a large system by experimenting in the
smaller prototypes. In the maintenance or upgrade phase of an existing system it can be
used to quantify the impact of possible upgrade on the system. Therefore, performance
evaluation holds a definite role in the field of computer architecture and system design.
Performance evaluation techniques can be classified into two:
1. Performance modeling: Modeling is usually carried out before the prototype
is built. By modeling the system, several design decisions can be drawn which
can avoid unexpected problems while prototyping. Performance models can be
further classified into 1) simulation based models and 2) analytical models. Table
2.1 gives a brief outline of different performance modeling techniques used in
computer science.
2. Performance measurement: Measurement happens after the prototype is
built. By measuring the performance in the prototype we can validate the models
used in the design process and provide feedback for the improvement of future
31
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designs.

2.1

Performance evaluation techniques

Several techinques are available that can be used in evaluating performance of a system.
And, selecting a performance evaluation technique depends on different parameters like
Stage (phase of the life-cycle of the system), Accuracy (reliability of the results), Cost
(resource required) and Time (time required for the evaluation) as shown in Table.2.1.
We further explore these different techniques in detail in this section and discuss on
the specific techniques utilized in the context of this thesis.

2.1.1

Modeling

Performance modeling becomes a prime tool in the early stages of the design process,
when the actual system is not yet built. It can be used by the performance analyst
to determine the maximum achievable performance of a system and also to verify the
correctness of the design choices while building the system. Modeling can be done
either by simulation or analytically.
2.1.1.1

Simulation

In micro-processor industry, developing a prototype is a very tedious, expensive and
time consuming job. Therefore, most of the processor design cycle starts with a simulation model. They are usually written in high level languages like C/C++ or java.
Computer architects use simulators mainly to model accurate future systems or to make
learned decision on the type of components to be used in the processor or to study the
impact of some parameter in the future processors. Software engineers use simulators
for the early development of the software even before the prototype is ready.
A computer architecture simulator is usually split into two. 1. Functional model
and 2. Timing model. Functional model models the Instruction Set Architecture and
the different hardware components present in the processor. They are used to simulate
the functionality of the target processor. Timing model models the performance of the
processor by evaluating the timing details at a cycle accurate level. Generally, these
simulators with both functional and timing models are modeled with lot of details for
accuracy and tend to be slow.
In contrary, we can also build low overhead pure functional model simulators which
can run faster than usual cycle accurate simulators. It can be used for design space
exploration studies and behavioral studies of the hardware components. Pure functional simulators implements only the functional model to validate the correctness of
an architecture and to obtain some abstract performance metrics which do not depend
on timing information. For example: to study branch prediction accuracy, cache hit
ratio etc of a program under different hardware constraints does not require timing

Types
Trace Driven Simulation
Execution Driven Simulation
Complete System Simulation
Event Driven Simulation
Statistical Simulation
Mechanistic Model
Empirical Model
Probabilistic Model
On chip Performance Monitoring Units
Off chip hardware monitoring units
Code instrumentation
Prototype

Any

Any

Stage

Varies

Less

More

Time required

Varies

Low

Moderate

Accuracy

High

Low

Medium

Cost

Table 2.1: Classification of performance evaluation techniques along with different trade-offs each technique has which will be
used as a selection criterion. Stage refers to the stage of the design cycle the technique is used, Time required is the analysis
time required, Accuracy is how much the results are reliable, Cost refers to the resource required for using that technique.

Measurement

Analytical Model

Simulation

Evaluation Technique

Performance evaluation techniques
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model. There are various simulation techniques which can be adopted depending on
the nature of study as shown in Table.2.1 that are further explained below
1. Trace driven simulation: This method uses instruction trace of the program executed on a real system as simulator input. Therefore, all required fields of information needs to be collected with respect to the goal of the study. For example,
a cache simulator that simulates memory hierarchy like Cachesim5 [CK94] and
Dinero IV [EH] requires information like addresses of the instruction and data
references. Advantage of this method is that the same trace can be utilized by
the research community and the results can be replicated. Disadvantages are: 1.
if the program executes longer, then, large amount of trace data has to be stored.
This can be overcome to a certain extent by using data compressing techniques.
2.Trace files stores only the information of the committed instructions and hence
will loose the information from the mispredicted path in the case of speculative
execution and hence cannot be simulated.
2. Execution driven simulation: These simulators use the program executable as
simulator inputs. In this method not all the instructions are executed by the simulator, i,e only the instructions that are of interest are simulated. This is done
by inserting calls to the simulator routine in the application program. Parts of
the program marked by simulator calls are executed in the simulator and other
instructions are executed in the host system. Advantages are: 1. Size of the input
is small as they are only the static instructions present in the program executable
and 2. mispredicted path can be simulated as well. In contrary, long simulator
development cycle and reduced platform portability are disadvantages of this simulation technique. SimpleScalar [ALE02] is a very widely used execution driven
simulator.
3. Complete system simulation Many trace and execution driven simulators simulate
only the application and does not account the interference of the input-output
(I/O) and Operating System (OS) activities in the results. Accounting I/O and
OS activities becomes important for performance analysis of multi-threaded programs where OS libraries are used. Advantages are: 1. full system performance
can be obtained and 2. cycle accurate. Disadvantage is that they are very difficult
and time consuming to develop. Some of the popular complete system simulators
are SimOS [RHWG95] and SIMICS [MCE+ 02].
4. Event driven simulation: Above described three simulators are cycle-by-cycle
simulators i,e all the stages of the processor are executed and the processor states
are updated every cycle. In an event-driven simulation, tasks are posted to an
event queue at the end of each simulation cycle. During each simulation cycle,
a scheduler scans the events in the queue and services them in the time-order
in which they are scheduled for. For example, if the current simulation time is
1000 cycles and the earliest event in the queue is to occur at 1100 cycles, the
simulation time is advanced by 100 cycles for the event to occur at 1100 cycle
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instead of simulating all the cycles in between. This simulation technique is not
very common in computer architecture simulators but are widely used in VHDL
based simulators which simulates the hardware at logic level.
5. Statistical simulation: In this simulation technique, a statistically generated trace
is used as a simulator input. Initially a benchmark program is analyzed to find
their inherent program characteristics and synthetic programs with same characteristics are generated [EBJS+ 04]. The processor is modeled at a reduced level of
details and can be faster than other simulation techniques. For example, cache
accesses may be considered as hits or misses based on a statistical profile without
actually simulating a cache.
Later in this thesis (in Chapter 4), we have used simulation techniques to characterize
and explore the processor core design space of serial and parallel section of the multithreaded programs. We have adopted trace based simulation technique as it is easier
to build a simulator depending on the exploration requirements. For example, to study
the kind of branch predictors required in the core executing serial and parallel sections
of a multi-threaded program, a detailed cycle accurate simulator is not required but a
simple simulator which analyzes the control trace of the program is sufficient.

2.1.1.2

Analytical Modeling

Analytical modeling is a mathematical modeling technique that uses a set of equations
to describe the behavior of a complex system. It can be of any form like dynamic
system, statistical model, differential equations or game theory etc. There are very few
works on analytical modeling of microprocessors as they are less accurate compared
to the cycle-accurate simulators. On the other hand, it is sufficient for early design
evaluations of multi and many-core systems as they are used to drive the future trend
at the system level. Widely used analytical models in the field of computer science are
mechanistic model, empirical model and probabilistic model.
Mechanistic models are built out of the basic understanding of the mechanics of
the underlying system and provides fundamental insights about the system. It is also
known as White-box-approach as the model explains the behavior of the complex system. There were few models for single core processor micro-architecture using mechanistic models. For instance, in [MSJ99], the authors built a mechanistic model of the
instruction window and issue mechanism in out-of-order processors to gain insight in
the impact of instruction fetch bandwidth on overall performance. Further improving that, there are some mechanistic first-order model that provides insights into the
working of a super-scalar Out-of-Order processors ([KS04], [EEKS09]) and In-order
processor models ([BEE15] [BEE12]).
In contrary, empirical model does not require much knowledge about the underlying system. Main idea behind empirical modeling is to learn or infer the performance
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model using statistical methods and machine learning techniques like regression, neural
networks etc. Empirical model is easy to build but lacks the insight details compared
to the mechanistic models and needs lot of experimental data to analyze and validate
the system. Hence, it is also known as black-box approach. When it comes to the
system level study, this model is preferred more than mechanistic models. Some prior
work that studied the single core processor performance using empirical models are
([DJO07] [IMC+ 06] [JVT06a] [JVT06b] [LB06] ). In this thesis, we have used the empirical model to predict the execution time of an application in the many-core era by
learning the application behavior in an existing architecture and extrapolating how the
application will scale if the architecture is scaled proportionally. In simple terms, our
empirical model presented in Chapter 3 can be used to study the application scalability.
Currently available performance models to study high level performance of multiand many-core processors are probabilistic models ([Amd67], [EE10], [Gus88], [HM08],
[YMG14]) which are very general. These models are further explained in detail in
Section 2.3.

2.1.2

Performance measurement techniques

Performance measurement techniques are used to validate the system once the prototype is built. Also, to tune and optimize the application ported to the system and to
influence the future design of the system by understanding the bottleneck. Usual measurement techniques involves utilization of the on-chip Performance Monitoring Units
(PMUs) [Spr02] available in the processor to study different performance metrics like
IPC, cache miss ratio, branch misprediction ratio etc. Architects use PMUs to extract
application characteristics and propose new hardware mechanisms; compiler developers use PMUs to study how generated code behaves on particular hardware; software
developers use PMUs to identify hot spots in their applications and to tune the application for the best performance in the platform.
The number of counters available (i,e hardware registers used for collecting performance data ) varies among different processors. Multiple events can be monitored
by either time based sampling where the tool will interrupt the processor at a regular
sampling interval to collect event counts and to reset the PMU counters if necessary
or event based sampling where the counters are sampled based on the specified event
values. Perf [dM10] is a profiler tool for Linux 2.6+ based systems which is present
by default in the recent Linux kernels as perf events library. It provides a simple command line interface to collect and analyze the application performance by polling the
PMUs. LIKWID [THW10] is another set of command-line tools which supports monitoring of multi-threaded and hybrid shared/distributed-memory parallel code running
in a multi-core system. LIKWID addresses four key problems: Probing the thread and
cache topology of a shared-memory node, enforcing thread-core affinity on a program,
measuring performance counter metrics, and toggling hardware prefetchers. There are
other tools which provides APIs to access and collect information from the PMUs but
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these tools requires source code modification. PAPI [MBDH99] is a library that provides operating system independent access to the hardware and provides an API to
programmers for setting up and reading the counters. LiMiT [DS11] is a very recent
proposal to reduce the overhead of reading counters, by directly reading machine registers and avoiding the system call. PAPI and LiMiT both require access to the source
code of the application to be monitored. LiMiT is faster with low overhead, but requires
changes to the Linux kernel with a patch. Other open-source tools include OProfile
[Lev04] and perfmon2 [Era03] . Also, processor vendors provide proprietary performance monitoring tools such as Intel offers the VTune [Rei05] performance analyzer,
IBM developed WAIT [AAFM10]- a tool to diagnose idle time in commercial workloads
etc.
In this thesis, we used Tiptop [Roh11] to obtain the run-time measurements from
the Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) and LIKWID [THW10] to pin the threads to
a particular core (Chapter 3). Tiptop is a command-line tool for the Linux environment
which is very similar to top shell command. Tiptop is built with the perf event system
library which is available in the Linux kernel. This system call lets Tiptop register
new counters for process running on the machine, and subsequently reads the value
of the counters. Tiptop monitors all the necessary parameters of an attached process
and periodically logs the values from the Performance Monitoring Unit which are then
processed to get the desired metrics. Tiptop works on unmodified benchmarks and has
only very marginal performance impact thus avoiding modification to the code. Events
can be counted per thread and can be sampled at coarse-grain granularity to study the
behavior of the multi-threaded applications.

2.1.3

Program profilers

”Program analysis tools or profilers are extremely important for understanding program
behavior. Computer architects need such tools to evaluate how well programs will perform on new architectures. Software writers need tools to analyze their programs and
identify critical sections of code. Compiler writers often use such tools to find out how
well their instruction scheduling or branch prediction algorithm is performing or to
provide input for profile driven optimizations” [SE04]. The utility of such a profiling
tool was demonstrated by INTEL using PINTOOL [LCM+ 05] to profile and analyze
the micro-architecture independent program [HE07] behavior like instruction mix, register reuse distribution, memory access distribution etc of multiple applications which
were used to classify and cluster applications. Such profilers often accept program
executable as input and analyze each retired instruction of the application. Program
profilers usually add some instrumentation code which will enable the run-time data
collection. This instrumentation can happen either at source code level or at compiler
level (AE [Lar90], Spike [CG95]) or even at binary or executable level (SPIX [CG95]
and SHADE for SPARC [CK94], nixie for MIPS [PSM95], ATOM [SE04] for Alpha).
Much advanced profilers performs instrumentation even during run-time (PINTOOL
[LCM+ 05] for IA32). Moreover, these tools can have an overhead while profiling the
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program which can cause execution time dilation. Hence, enough care should be taken
to ensure that the tool has a low overhead and utilizes minimum resource of the processor. These program profilers can also be used to take trace of the analyzed instructions
and feed it as input to the trace based simulator or as the front end of simulators. In
this thesis, we have used PINTOOL as a front end for our trace based simulators to
explore the design space of the parallel and serial sections of a multi-threaded program
in Chapter 4.

2.2

Benchmarks

Performance measurements helps us understand the bottleneck in the system. In order to perform meaningful measurements, the workload should be carefully selected.
Benchmarks to be used for performance evaluation have always been controversial. It
is extremely difficult to define and identify representative benchmarks. In [PJJ07], Lizy
et al analyze consequence of the the partial usage of benchmark suites by researchers
(due to simulation time constraints, compiler difficulties, or library or system call issues)
and concluded that random subset can lead to misleading results. Computer system
benchmarks are from different categories such as CPU benchmarks like SPEC [Uni89],
NAS [JFY99], PARSEC [BKSL08], SPLASH [WOT+ 95] etc. Embedded and media
benchmark such as EEMBC [Poo07], MediaBench [LPMS97], MiBench [GRE+ 01] etc.
Java based benchmarks like SPECjbb2000, SciMark [BSW+ 00], MorphMark [mor] etc.
Transaction Processing Benchmarks [TPC] such as TPC-C, TPC-H, TPC-R, TCP-W
etc. In this thesis, our goal is to understand the difference between serial and parallel
section of a multi-threaded program and hence we chose parallel benchmark suite like
NAS [JFY99], PARSEC [BKSL08], SPLASH [WOT+ 95], RODINIA [CBM+ 09] and
LONESTAR [KBCP09] for our study. The benchmarks used in particular are further
discussed in Chapter 3 and 4 respectively.

2.3

Existing Parallel program performance models

In this section, we discuss the basic laws of parallelism that have influenced the parallel
computing research in the past few decades i,e Amdahl’s Law and Gustafson’s Law
along with different variations of them in the recent research which are applicable
in the many-core era. We first discuss these 2 laws in detail before their multi-core
versions.

2.3.1

Amdahl’s Law

Amdahl’s law [Amd67] determines the theoretical speedup of an application by considering a fixed amount of work done across varying number of cores, as shown in Fig. 2.1.
Amdahl’s speedup is given by Eq. 2.1, where f stands for the fraction of parallel part
in the program, and P is the number of cores of the machine on which the application
is executed. If P tends towards infinity, then the term f /P tends towards zero and
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only the serial component 1 − f of the program will be left. The main observation from
the model is that, speedup mainly depends on the size of the serial portion even if we
assume infinite parallel computing resources, i.e., the execution time of a parallel application for a given problem size cannot be reduced below the execution time of the serial
part of the program. In simple terms, for a given application, the maximum achievable
speedup is determined by the fraction of serial part of the program that remains constant
for a workload. Moreover, Amdahl’s law does not define what contributes to the serial
part of the program.
1
speedupAmdahl =
(2.1)
(1 − f ) + Pf

Figure 2.1: Amdahl’s law assumes a fixed workload while Gustafson’s law assumes
scaled workload.
Through fixing the fraction of sequential code in an application, and considering
that it cannot vary, Amdahl’s law implies that there are no possibilities to increase the
performance of an application above a certain limit through parallelization. Achievable Amdahl’s speedup is shown in Figure 2.2. We can infer clearly that even for an
application which is 99% parallel the maximum achieved speedup saturates around 90
when executed on 1024 cores and for a 90% parallel program the speedup saturates
at 128 cores with a achievable speedup of 10. Amdahl’s law is very pessimistic1 and
this is clearly not always the case: more cores may enable speculative and run-ahead
execution of the sequential part, resulting in a speedup without actually turning the
1
Increasing the degree of parallelism reduces the data set of each core, making it more likely to fit in
the private cache. So sometimes the speedup becomes superlinear which is not captured by Amdahl’s
law.
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sequential code into a parallel one. Amdahl’s law considers the processing unit as the
only component in the model but in today’s processors the core is made up of processing units and a private cache. The best performance is obtained if the input data
set of the program perfectly fits in the cache i,e performance of a program depends
on the availability of data in the cache for the immediate computation. Therefore the
solutions are either to use a bigger cache or an alternative solution of using prefetchers
to bring the required data into the cache at right time. This particular case was also
researched as a part of DAL project where small cores in a many-core can be used to
execute helper threads - generate prefetch for memory intensive sequential threads on
large core and improve the performance of serial program [SKS14].

Figure 2.2: Amdahl’s law

2.3.2

Gustafson’s Law

Gustafson’s law [Gus88] determines the theoretical speedup of an application by considering a varying amount of work done across varying number of cores, as shown in
Fig. 2.1. Gustafson’s law assumes implicitly a very different scheme for parallel execution. Gustafson’s law assumed that the parallel part of the application increases linearly
with the workload size while the serial part remains constant and eventually becomes
negligible with large workloads. In simple terms, when the problem size scales the parallel part scales faster than the serial part and hence serial part becomes negligible.
According to him, we should use larger system to solve larger problems in constant
time i,e we can achieve linear speedup if we scale the workload size and the number
of processing units proportionately. Gustafson’s speedup is given by Eq. 2.2, where,
f is the fraction of time spent on executing the parallel part of the application on
P processors and the rest 1 − f is spent on the serial part. Achievable Gustafson’s
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speedup is shown in Figure 2.3. We can infer that this law is very optimistic as the
application which is 99% parallel can achieve a near linear speedup of 1000 when 1024
cores are used and even an application which is 80% parallel can achieve a maximum
speedup of 800 on a system with 1024 cores. Along with serial section, Gustafson’s law
also neglected the possible scaling bottleneck like communication and synchronization
which makes the law optimistic.
speedupGustaf son = (1 − f ) + f ∗ P

(2.2)

Figure 2.3: Gustafson’s law

2.3.3

Amdahl’s Law for multi-core era

Further, extending the Amdahl’s passive model, Hill et al [HM08] proposed a performancearea model called Amdahl’s law in the multi-core era. Their model used an abstract
quantity called Base Core Equivalent (BCE) which is the cost of the baseline core.
Their model had few assumptions like the base line core i,e 1 BCE includes only the
core components like ALUs and L1 private cache. Rest shared components like lower
level caches, interconnects and memory controllers does not belong to the BCE area.
They also assume that, in the future, micro-architectural techniques to dynamically
combine smaller cores into a larger core will be available and simple to implement.
There are already couple of related works in the academia which affirms that the dynamic fusion of cores are possible and are highly energy efficient. Kim et al [KSG+ 07]
and Ipek et al [IKKM07] introduced techniques to compose several cores into a larger
one. Khubaib et al [KSH+ 12] introduced MorphCore, a hybrid processor that can run
a single OoO thread or several in-order threads. Lukefahr et al [LPD+ 12] proposed
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composite cores, where, two different back ends are integrated in the same processor and a controller switches between OoO or in-order back ends depending on the
performance/power ratio. Carlos et al [CJRP14] proposed Yoga: A Hybrid Dynamic
VLIW/OoO Processor which can switch between VLIW and OoO mode depending on
the costs and benefits at each point in time. This implies that architects can utilize r
BCEs to create a core with a sequential performance of perf (r). Their final assumption
√
was that the perf (r) of the core made of r BCEs will be equal to r which was an
observation of the prominent Intel technologist Shekhar Borkar [Bor07].
In the extended model, Hill et al analyzed the achievable theoretical speedup in 3
different configuration 1. Symmetric multi-core where all cores are similar, 2. Asymmetric multi-cores where one core is bigger and powerful, rest other cores are small
and simple and 3. Dynamic multi-core where number of small and simple cores can
dynamically combine to form a larger core with better performance. The given size of
silicon die can contain at-most n BCEs and speedup is reported relative to execution
speed on a core built with one BCE as shown in Equation 2.3.
Speedup =

Executiontime1BCE
ExecutiontimenBCE

(2.3)

A symmetric multi-core chip with a resource budget of n = 16 BCEs, for example,
can have sixteen cores of 1-BCE each or four cores of 4-BCE each, or, in general, n/r
cores of r-BCEs each. Therefore, the symmetric speedup is given by the Equation
2.4 where the speedup depends on parallelizable fraction f , the total chip resources in
BCEs (n), and the per core resource in BCEs (r). The chip uses one core to execute
serial part at performance perf (r) and rest all n/r cores to execute the parallel parts at
performance perf (r) × n/r. Symmetric speedup can be obtained using the Equation
2.4 and figure 2.4 shows how the speedup varies (along Y-axis) for different parallel
fraction f over different BCE size (along X-axis). The interesting observations is that,
the achievable theoretical speedup shifts towards using bigger core as the serial section
in the program increases. For example, when f = 0.99, the peak speed up is achieved
when each core was of size 8-BCEs, and as the parallel portion decreases to f = 0.8
i,e 20% of the program is serial, we can observe that the peak theoretical speed up is
achieved with every core of size 256-BCEs.
Speedupsymmetric (f, n, r) =

1
1−f
perf (r)

+

f ∗r
perf (r)∗n

(2.4)

An asymmetric multi-core with a resource budget of n = 16 BCEs, for example, can
have one 4-BCE core and twelve 1-BCE cores or one 9-BCE core and seven 1-BCE cores
and so on. Thus, in an asymmetric multi-core, the single large core uses r resources
and leaves rest n-r cores to be 1-BCE cores. Cumulatively, an asymmetric multi-core
will have 1 + n − r cores. Asymmetric speedup can be obtained using the Equation
2.5 and from figure 2.5, we can observe that the maximum achievable speedup is ≈ 4x
more than the symmetric case when f = 0.99. This is mainly because the one big core
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Figure 2.4: Amdahl’s law in multi-core era with symmetric configuration by varying r
from 1-BCE to n-BCE with n=1024.
executing the serial section is more powerful and the rest n − r small cores provide
sufficient core density to execute parallel parts.
Speedupasymmetric (f, n, r) =

1
1−f
perf (r)

+

f
perf (r)+n−r

(2.5)

A dynamic multi-core with a resource budget of n=16 BCEs, for example, can have
16 small 1-BCE when executing the parallel section and can dynamically combine to
form a big n-BCE core with r = n while executing serial section. In sequential mode,
this dynamic multi-core chip can execute with performance perf(r) by combining smaller
cores dynamically to form a larger core of r BCEs. In parallel mode, a dynamic multicore gets performance n using all base cores (1-BCE) in parallel. Dynamic speedup can
be obtained using the Equation 2.6. Dynamic cores can achieve higher speed up than
the asymmetric core (shown in Figure 2.6) provided the core combining technology
becomes feasible and the applications execute serial and parallel part in longer phases.
Speedupdynamic (f, n, r) =

1
1−f
perf (r)

+

f
n

(2.6)

Eyerman et al [EE10] further extended the Amdahl’s law in many-core era with
a probabilistic model which captures the effect of Critical Section(CS) in the parallel
part as a contribution to the serial section of the program. It tries to address the
case that, in addition to regular serial section, synchronization effects also degrades the
performance of a parallel program. The sequential part contributed by the CS is determined by the probability for entering a critical section and the contention probability
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Figure 2.5: Amdahl’s law in multi-core with asymmetric configuration by assigning
r-BCE core for serial section and remaining n-r 1-BCE cores for parallel section with
n=1024.

Figure 2.6: Amdahl’s law in multi-core with dynamic configuration by varying r from
n BCE to 1 BCE with n=1024.
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(i.e., multiple threads wanting to enter the same critical section). They also considered
same 3 different hardware configuration like Hill et al and arrived on slightly different
conclusions compared to Hill et al. 1) Asymmetric multi-core processors deliver less
performance benefits relative to symmetric processors, the reason being that contending
critical sections are executed on the smaller cores rather than on the relatively larger
cores in asymmetric multi-core processor, 2) Their findings advocates to use medium
to larger symmetric cores in contrary to many tiny cores as inferred by Hill et al as
the relatively larger small cores will speedup the CS, 3) In dynamic multi-core model,
achievable speedup also depends on the accuracy of CS contention predictor which enables thread migration to bigger cores to execute the CS dynamically on the available
big core. Their model targets the parallel application with homogeneous workload and
assumes that critical sections are entered at random times as the goal of the model was
not to present accurate performance numbers but to provide insight and intuitions for
the future work.
Yavits et al [YMG14] also extended Amdahl’s law by considering the effects of data
exchange between the cores executing sequential and the parallel sections at the beginning and the end of each parallel section of a program (sequential-to-parallel synchronization) and data exchange among the cores executing the parallel section of a program
(inter-core communication). They considered two main parameters in analyzing the
speedup namely synchronization intensity and connectivity intensity. Synchronization
intensity is the ratio of the number of data elements transferred during sequential-toparallel data synchronization to the number of arithmetic operations. Connectivity
intensity is the ratio of the number of data elements transferred during inter-core communication to the number of arithmetic operations. They conclude that, to improve
the scalability and performance of a multi-core, it is important to address the synchronization and connectivity intensities of parallel algorithms as their parallelization factor
f.
Madhavan et al [MJS11] analyzed the scalability of a set of data mining workloads
that have non-negligible serial sections in the reduction phase of the program. They
show that the reduction operation in such application grows linearly with number of
cores by extending the Amdahl’s speedup model. They incorporated the impact of
reduction operations in the speedup of applications on symmetric as well as asymmetric CMP designs. Their analytical model estimates that asymmetric CMPs with
one large and many tiny cores are only optimal for applications with a low reduction
overhead. However, as the overhead starts to increase, the balance is shifted towards
using fewer but more capable cores. This eventually limits the performance advantage
of asymmetric over symmetric CMPs.
2.3.3.1

Limitations

Amdahl’s law by itself is a pessimistic model which considers the serial section is constant and all the above mentioned variations tries to capture different elements from
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the parallel parts which contributes to the serial part in the multi-core era like critical
section, inter-core communication, serialization in the reduction phase etc. These are
probabilistic models and can help the researchers in analyzing the future trends on a
very abstract level but can also lead to a faulty conclusion as they do not involve any
real measurement of an application running in a given platform. This can be a bigger
limitation for the application developers and processor architects as the accurate scalability will be harder to realize using probabilistic models and the methodology to over
come this will be discussed in detail in Chapter 3 using our empirical Serial/Parallel
Scaling (SPS) model.

2.3.4

Gustafson’s Law for multi-core era

Juurlink et al [JM12] extend Gustafson’s law to symmetric, asymmetric and dynamic
multi-cores to predict multi-core performance. They claimed that neither the parallel fraction remains constant as assumed by the Amdahl’s law nor it grows linearly
as assumed by Gustafson’s Law. Therefore, they proposed the Generalized Scaled
Speedup Equation (GSSE) as shown in Eq. 2.7. GSSE is an intermediate model
where the √
amount of work that can be parallelized is proportional to a scaling factor
Scale(P)= P , where P is the number of processing units employed. Their conclusion
was that asymmetric and dynamic multi-cores can provide performance advantage over
symmetric multi-cores. But again, the impact of serial part was neglected in this model
.
(1 − f ) + (f ∗ Scale(P ))
speedupGSSE =
(2.7)
))
(1 − f ) + (f ∗Scale(P
P
2.3.4.1

Limitations

Gustafson’s law is based on very rough assumptions that do not correspond to the
effective behavior of applications, and is over-optimistic. In particular, it assumes that
the execution time of the serial part of the application is negligible and the achievable
performance on the parallel part scales linearly with the number of processors and the
workload size. In simple words, if we increase the workload of the program linearly and
number of execution units linearly then the total execution time of the parallel program
should remain constant. This is also a probabilistic model and these assumptions do not
hold on real applications, even for limited thread number as there are various factors
which can affect the achievable speedup [EDBE12].

2.3.5

The KILL Rule for Multi-core

KILL in kill rule for multi-cores [AL07] stands for Kill if Less than Linear, and represents a design approach in which any additional area allocated to a resource within a
core, such as a cache, is carefully traded off against using the area for additional cores.
The Kill Rule is a simple scientific way of making the tradeoff between increasing the
number of cores or increasing the core size. The Kill Rule states that resource allocated
to the core must be increased in area, only, if the core’s performance improvement is at
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least proportional to the core’s area increase. In another sense, increase resource size
only if for every 1% increase in core area there is at least a 1% increase in core performance. This rule was clearly one of the guiding principles behind the development of
the Tilera many-core chip.

2.4

Summary

In this chapter, we explored different ways in which performance can be estimated and
measured. Their utilization varies according to the level of details modeled, complexity,
accuracy and run time of the performance evaluation technique to obtain the results.
Also, appropriate techniques should be used depending on the specific purpose of the
evaluation as seen in Table 2.1. In order to extrapolate the performance of current parallel applications in the future many cores, simple models like Amdahl’s law [Amd67]
or Gustafson’s law [Gus88] are often invoked. Amdahl’s law: if one wants to achieve
better response (improve peak performance); Gustafson’s law: if one wants to provide
better service (improve throughput). These law’s have the merit to be very simple and
to provide a rough idea of the achievable performance. But, they are very optimistic
models for many-cores as they do not consider the impact of the serial section. We
also looked into other enhanced probabilistic models which captures the effects of other
performance limiting factors in the parallel parts of the application ([HM08], [EE10],
[YMG14], [MJS11], [JM12] ) such as synchronization, inter core communication, coherence etc.
In the next chapter, we will propose our Serial/parallel Scaling (SPS) model which
overcomes the limitations faced by the probabilistic models. Using the empirical model
of different applications, we show that the impact of serial scaling in MT application
cannot be ignored in the many-core era. SPS model empirically captures the application
behaviour in a given architecture as a function of Input set/problem size and number
of processors. This can help the application scientists to understand the applicationarchitecture interaction and to estimate the achievable speedup on scaling them to
many-cores.
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Chapter 3

The Serial/Parallel Scaling (SPS)
performance model
In this chapter, we introduce the Serial/Parallel Scaling performance model
which can be used to study the application scalability in the future manycores. Then, we validate this model in two many-cores 1. Few large core
Xeon Westmere processor with 24 logical cores and 2. Many small core
Xeon-Phi processor with 240 logical cores. Finally, we discuss on what we
infer from the model which will help in future many-core design.
Application developers require high level execution time model to understand the
application scalability. Architects require such models to study the design space of
the hardware to overcome the hardware bottleneck in future designs. Hence, there is
a need for a performance model which can help both communities by revealing the
application’s inherent behaviour and the impact of the underlying architecture on the
performance of the application.
Estimating the potential performance of parallel applications on the yet-to-bedesigned future many cores is very speculative. The simple models proposed by Amdahl’s law [Amd67] (fixed input problem size) or Gustafson’s law [Gus88] (fixed number
of cores) do not completely capture the scaling behaviour of a multi-threaded (MT)
application leading to over estimation of performance in the many-core era. On the
other hand, modeling many-core by simulation is too slow to study the applications
performance.
In this chapter, we propose a more refined but still tractable, high level empirical
performance model for multi-threaded applications, the Serial/Parallel Scaling (SPS)
Model to study the scalability and performance of applications in many-core era. SPS
model learns the application behavior on a given architecture and provides realistic
estimates of the performance in future many-cores. Considering both input problem
size and the number of cores in modeling, SPS model can help in making high level
49
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decisions on the design choice of future many-core applications and architecture. We
validate the model on the few large core many-core Intel Xeon with 24 cores and many
small core many-core processor Many-Integrated Cores (MIC) Xeon-phi with 240 logical
cores.

3.1

What is sequential or serial part in a multi-threaded
program?

Previously proposed execution time models as well as our SPS model assumes that the
execution of an application can be arbitrarily split into a serial part and a parallel part.
The serial part is constituted of the sections where only a thread is actively running.
The parallel part consists of the sections where several threads can run concurrently.
This is illustrated in the Figure 3.1 for Delaunay triangulation program from LONESTAR benchmark suite between time samples 445-480, 493-530 and 537-541ms and
in Figure 3.2 for Bodytrack program from PARSEC benchmark suite between 25-30,
60-65 and 100-105ms.
In a multi-threaded program, three contributions to the sequential part can be discriminated at a very high granularity. First, the code executed by the main thread of
the program before the threads are spawned and the final code executed after they are
joined. Second, after the parallel threads are spawned, the master or main thread may
have to execute some serial work to manage the worker thread pool or to execute some
code after a global synchronization. This part of the application is often referred to
as Region Of Interest (ROI). Third, critical sections executed in a parallel section may
cause serial execution of the parallel threads.
To capture serial and parallel sections in the execution of a parallel application, we
use coarse grain monitoring of the threads and a heuristic to classify threads as active
or inactive. Since critical section execution is generally quite short, the execution of
critical sections will be generally classified in the parallel part of the application and
are captured as a parallel performance limiting factor in this thesis.

3.2

Motivation and Related Work

Two simple models Amdahl’s law [Amd67] and Gustafson’s law [Gus88] are still widely
used to extrapolate the theoretical performance of a parallel application on a large
machine. They correspond to two very different views of the parallel execution of an
application. We will refer to these two views as the fixed workload perspective and the
scaled workload perspective respectively(illustrated in Fig. 2.1).
Fixed workload perspective Amdahl’s law assumes that the input set size (workload) of an application remains fixed for a particular execution. The objective of the
user is to reduce the computation time through executing the program on a parallel
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Figure 3.1: Deltri showing the existence of serial section in the ROI.
hardware. This perspective assumes that the fraction of serial part in a program remains constant for any input set size.
Scaled workload perspective Gustafson’s law assumes implicitly a very different scheme for parallel execution. The objective of the user is to resolve the largest
possible problem in a constant time. This perspective assumes that the relative part of
the parallel computation grows with the problem or input set size but ignores the serial
section.
There are few analytical models that were proposed in the past which looks at the
performance analysis of an application in multi-core systems by extending the Amdahl’s
and Gustafson’s law. In [JM12], Juurlink et al extend Gustafson’s law to symmetric,
asymmetric and dynamic multicores to predict multicore performance. They claim
that neither the parallel fraction remains constant as assumed by the Amdahl’s law nor
it grows linearly as assumed by Gustafson’s Law and√proposed a Generalized Scaled
Speedup model with parallel scaling factor Scale(P)= P . Further, extending the Amdahl’s passive model, Hill et al [HM08] proposed a performance-area model called
Amdahl’s law in the multicore era. Eyerman et al [EE10] introduced a probabilistic
model which shows that, even the Critical Section(CS) in the parallel part contributes
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Figure 3.2: Bodytrack showing the existence of serial section in the ROI.
to the serial section of the program. Yavits et al [YMG14] also extended Amdahl’s
law by considering the effects of sequential-to-parallel synchronization and inter-core
communication. We have discussed all these models in detail in Chapter 2.
Existing performance models are too generic as they neither consider application
behaviour nor the impact of the underlying architecture. They have the merit to be
very simple and provide a rough idea of the possible performance. But they are very
optimistic models. For some applications, the execution time of the serial-section increases significantly with the increase in input size, but also at times slightly with the
increase in number of processors. Fig. 3.3 shows four different serial scaling behaviours
on different applications when the input set size (I) is increased.
1. Both serial and parallel execution time grow at different rates with I. Eg. Bodytrack.
2. Both serial and parallel execution time grows linearly with I. Eg. Deltri.
3. Serial section is ignorable and independent of I. Eg. Swaptions.
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Figure 3.3: Different application scaling behaviour with variation in input set size.
The reason for different serial scaling behaviour among applications can be attributed to the parallelization technique. Multi-threaded programs generally have 3
major phases. 1) the initialization phase where input data are generated, 2) the Region Of Interest (ROI) where the main computation is executed and 3) the finalization
phase where the results are processed and the program is terminated. Initialization,
finalization phase belongs to the serial part and the ROI can belong to both serial
and parallel parts depending on the parallelization technique used. In data parallel
application, once the threads are spawned they work until the assigned job is complete
without any intervention. Here, ROI is totally parallel. This behaviour is observed in
swaptions, canneal. On the other hand, the applications that uses pipeline parallelism
or a worker thread pool based implementation has a ROI which contributes to the serial
part. Here, the master thread does some work to feed the worker threads in ROI and
can be a significant contribution to serial section and scales with Input set size. This
behaviour is observed in bodytrack, deltri.
We build on the observation that not all applications are scaling the same way with
the number of processors and the input set size. We use monitoring and measurement
techniques to obtain the experimental data for different applications. Then, apply
non-linear regression to fit the model and obtain the scaling parameters. In the past,
there are few works that explored regression and machine learning based approaches to
predict the application performance on a given multi-processor platform. Bradely et al
[BRL+ 08] explored regression based approach to predict parallel program scalability in
large scale scientific applications in supercomputers. Their main goal was to help the
scientist know the scalability of their applications, knowing which, the worthless total
demand on the system can be reduced and the efficiency of the application can be im-
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proved. They achieved low error model by separately measuring computation and communication times. In [IdSSM05], authors used multilayer neural networks (black-box
approach) to train the input data from executions on the target platform to predict the
performance of parallel program in large system. They created an empirical model for
SMG2000 parallel application and were able to predict performance within 5-7% error
range across large and multidimentional parameter space. In [LBdS+ 07], authors used
statistical techniques such as clustering, association, and correlation analysis, to infer
the behavior of application parameters, then, compared two different predictive models
built using piecewise polynomial regression(splines) and artifical neural networks. They
concluded that the accuracy of neural networks was on par with spline-based regression models, but, compared to neural networks, spline-based regression models provide
more insight. In our work, the considerations are bit different as we target a many-core
in a single die where communication cost will be highly reduced and the serial section
may become a real bottleneck. So, we apply the regression technique on the serial and
parallel measured data to obtain a high-level empirical performance model that can be
used to understand the impact of serial scaling of the multi-threaded applications in
the future many-cores.
In next section, we present the SPS model that empirically captures application
scalability as a function of Input set/problem size and of number of processors, and
thereby provides realistic extrapolation of application performance in the many-core
era.

3.3

The SPS Performance Model

Our model’s main objective is to extrapolate the multicore execution behavior of a
parallel program to the future many-cores. To keep the model simple, we consider the
following:
#1. The execution time is dependent only on input set size I and the number of
processors/cores P i,e t(I, P )
#2. An uniform parallel section and an uniform serial section, i.e, we model the
total execution time as the sum of serial and parallel execution times as shown in
Eq. 3.1. Both execution times tseq (I, P ) and tpar (I, P ) are complex functions,
t(I, P ) = tseq (I, P ) + tpar (I, P )

(3.1)

#3. For both the execution times, the scaling with the input set size (I) and the
scaling with the number of processors (P ) are independent i,e. tseq and tpar can be
modeled as: tpar (I, P ) = Fpar (I) ∗ Gpar (P ) and tseq (I, P ) = Fseq (I) ∗ Gseq (P ). General
observation is that, the execution time of an application with constant input set size
reduces with number of threads and the execution time increases gradually when input
set size is increased with fixed number of threads. Linear equations do not satisfy the
trend and hence, we are using a non-linear power model such that F and G can be
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represented by a function of the form h(x) = xα . Thus, the general form of execution
time of the parallel execution is:
t(I, P ) = cseq I ISS P P SS + cpar I IP S P P P S

(3.2)

The SPS model only uses 6 parameters which are obtained empirically to represent
the execution time of a parallel application, taking into account its input set and the
number of processors. cseq , ISS and P SS are used to model the serial execution
time and cpar , IP S and P P S are used to model the parallel execution time1 . cseq and
cpar are serial and parallel section constants which gives the initial magnitude of the
execution time. ISS and P SS are the Input Serial Scaling parameter and the Input
Parallel Scaling parameter. IP S and P P S are the Processor Serial Scaling parameter
and the Processor Parallel Scaling parameter.
In particular, Amdahl’s law and Gustafson’s law can be viewed as two particular
cases of the SPS model.
A comparison with Amdahl’s Law Amdahl’s law assumes a constant input Ibase
and an execution time of the serial part independent from the processor number, i.e.
P SS = 0. It also assumes linear speedup with the number of processors on the parallel
part, i.e P P S = −1. Substituting the values in Eq. 3.2, we get Eq. 3.3 which shows
that execution time is dependent only on P.
t(I, P ) = cseq Ibase +

cpar Ibase
P

(3.3)

A comparison with Gustafson’s Law Gustafson’s law assumes constant execution
time for the serial part, i.e. independent of the working set (ISS = 0) and the number
of processors (P SS = 0). Therefore, tser (I, P ) = cseq . It also assumes that the input is
scaled such that 1) the parallel workload IGus executed with P processors is equal to
IP S = P . 2) speedup
P times the “parallel” workload executed in one processor, i.e., IGus
on the parallel part is linear, i.e. P P S = −1. Substituting the values in Eq. 3.2, we
get Eq. 3.4 which shows that time taken to execute remains constant.
t(I, P ) = t(P ∗ Ibase , P ) = cseq + cpar

(3.4)

SPS model can be used to extrapolate the execution time for extended version of
the same architecture to study the over all application scalability but cannot be used
to find and resolve the hardware bottleneck2 in the system.
In the next section we present the methodology we adopted to empirically determine
the 6 parameters of the SPS model.
1
As the per core parallel execution time includes the time spent in synchronization and core-core
communication, our model for the parallel part accounts them by default
2
Scalability of the application can be poor due to resource contention or insufficient resources.
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3.4
3.4.1

Experimental Methodology
Platform

We ran our experiments on currently available few large many-core Intel Xeon Westmere processor E5645 and many small many-core Intel Xeon-Phi 5110P system. The
configuration of the system are shown in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Experimental system specification.

3.4.2

Processor

Intel Xeon E5645

Xeon-Phi 5110P

# of Cores

6 cores x 2 sockets

60

# of Threads

24

240

Clock speed

2.4 GHz

1.053 GHz

Cache

12 MB

30 MB

Memory

32 GB

8 GB

Benchmarks

In this study, we focused on applications that will be executed on future manycores.
Therefore, we consider benchmarks which are parallelized with shared memory model
using Pthreads library. The two conditions that were necessary for our experiments
are: 1) Program should be able to run from 2 to 24 (resp. 240) threads and should
be load balanced. 2) Input sets had to be generated with known scaling factors. We
investigated two different categories of benchmark suites as our case study. They are 1)
Regular parallel programs from the PARSEC benchmark suite and 2) Irregular parallel
programs from the LONESTAR benchmark suite.
3.4.2.1

Regular Parallel programs

This class of applications operate on arrays and matrices where the data can be clearly
partitioned and can be processed over multiple cores in parallel. We chose the PARSEC
benchmark suite [BKSL08] for our study of regular programs. We studied Bodytrack3 ,
Canneal, Fluidanimate and Swaptions in PARSEC. The reason for not considering
other benchmarks are as follows: Blackscholes and Facesim have constant input set
size (doesn’t have input set size scaling parameter). Streamcluster, Ferret, Dedup
spawns extra threads which exceeds the processor resource when scaled linearly4 and
3
4

Verified in Xeon architecture where we were able to build it but not build-able in Xeon-phi.
2N, 4N+3, 3N+1 respectively.
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x264 spawns constant 32 threads. Freqmine and Vips were not build-able in the given
platform.
Most of the PARSEC benchmarks are data parallelized or pipeline data parallelized
where load balancing is usually maintained. Bodytrack is a computer vision application which tracks the human movement by processing the input frame by frame. It
implements a worker thread pool where the main thread works like a master thread
and the other threads are worker threads which can be observed in Figure 3.2. In this
application, we can notice that with the increase in the input set size, the serial section
increases linearly (Figure 3.3). From source code analysis, we understand that these
sections are used to downscale the image before the output creation process and does
some useful computation.
3.4.2.2

Irregular Parallel programs

Irregular programs operate over pointer-based data structures such as trees and graphs.
The connectivity in the graph and tree makes the processing data dependent and memory access pattern are unknown before the input graphs are known. Due to this reason,
static compiler analysis fails to unveil total parallelism available in such applications.
The LONESTAR [KBCP09] benchmark suite consists of irregular programs which use
the Galois run-time system [KPW+ 07], [KBI+ 09] to exploit the underlying parallelism.
In LONESTAR benchmark suite, we studied Delaunay triangulation (deltri), preflowpush (preflow), Single-Source Shortest Path (sssp), Boruvka’s Algorithm (Bourvka),
barneshut (barnes), Survey propagation (survey). We noticed the serial scaling behavior
is prominent in deltri, preflow and survey. In deltri, serial part is mainly contributed
by adding the points to the worklist and dividing the work. In preflow, survey the
serial part is due to the local graph computation which builds the customized graph
for further parallelization. On analyzing these benchmarks, we observed that the serial
part of the program scales with the input size in the ROI.

3.4.3

Input set scaling

PARSEC benchmark input sets have linear component scaling parameter [BL10] which
are used to scale the input set. Similarly, for LONESTAR we can generate the mesh
and graphs with linearly increasing nodes. The base input set size chosen for the
benchmarks are shown in Table 4.1. The input is scaled by multiplying the base size
with the scaling factor like 2,4,8 etc for different experimental runs. For example, for
I = 4 for fluidanimate, we used F rames = 4.

3.4.4

Methodology

We used a 2 step approach to obtain the 6 SPS model parameters as described below;
Step 1 - Data collection: We collected the Performance monitoring Unit ( PMU)
samples (number of instructions executed , number of unhalted clock cycles ) using tip-
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Benchmarks

Input type

Base
Xeon

Fluidanimate

Frames

2

2

Canneal

Swaps per step , swaps

100K, 64

100K, 64

Swaptions

Swaptions, simulations

32, 100K

32, 100K

Bodytrack

Frames

16

4

Survey Propagation

Variables, Clauses

400K,3

400K,3

Deltri

Mesh

262144

131072

Random graph

2097152

1048576

Bodies

16384

2048

Preflow,
Bourvka
Barneshut

SSSP,

Size

Base Size XeonPhi

Table 3.2: Base input set
top [Roh11] at a regular interval of 1ms. Tiptop works on unmodified benchmarks and
does not require code instrumentation. The events are counted on per thread basis5 .
Our thread spwaning strategy was different for both Xeon6 and Xeon-Phi7 . The thread
wise activity of the application is analyzed and the execution time spent in the serial
and parallel parts are calculated from the number of unhalted clock cycle event. Determining whether the execution is serial or parallel is done empirically: on a given
1ms time slice, a thread is classified as active if it exceeds a minimum CPU utilization
threshold (> 1%). For example, in Fig. 3.2, bodytrack benchmark is illustrated. th0 is
the master thread and th1, th2, th3 are worker threads. We observe that in between the
time samples 25-30, 60-65, 100-105 (approximately), the parallel threads are inactive
and the master thread is active, thus contributing to the serial section.

5

Proper measures were taken to avoid randomness due to context switching by pinning the threads
to the logical cores
6
In Xeon, we distributed our threads among the sockets and are aware that socket communications
are expensive. We populated one thread per core initially, after the 12th thread we used hyper threads
in the cores.
7
We spawned all threads in single core first then moved to next core. In Xeon-Phi for the core to
be busy it should have at least 2 threads as the instruction are fetched across 4 way SMT in a round
robin fashion.
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Step 2 - Modeling: The above mentioned steps were performed for every application on the given hardware by varying the number of threads(P) and the input set
size(I) which is further explained in section. 3.4.5 and execution time tseq (I, P ) and
tpar (I, P ) are obtained. Then, we perform a regression analysis with the least-square
method to determine the best suitable parameters for the available experimental data.

3.4.5

Validation

To validate the model, we use holdout cross-validation method [LÖ09]. We divide
our obtained data into trainingset and validationset. Training set is a data subset
(I ≤ 16, P ≤ 16) which is used to tune the model to obtain its parameter values
with non-linear regression and validation set is the data subset on which the models
prediction capability on the given architecture will be validated. As our model is based
on t(I, P ), our data set contains execution time (in million cycles) for the application
with given I and P.
%error =

M easuredV alue − P redictedV alue
∗ 100
M easuredV alue

(3.5)

If the % error is positive, then the execution time is under predicted and if negative,
the execution time is over predicted. We validate8 our model with the validation set
{I=32,P ≤ 240} except for fluidanimate where P = 128 as it spawn threads in the order
of 2n . We show the prediction error range of every application using a box-plot which
shows the minimum, maximum and median percentage errors in these applications.
We can observe from Figure 3.4 that the median error for predicting the application
performance running 240 threads are in the range of 3 to -20 percentage which can be
acceptable for our high level modeling as SPS model gives upper bound of the achievable performance. Figure 3.5 shows the how well the model fits the measured value for
pref low. Error percentage can be further minimized by using more training samples
or by using resource aware modeling of the parallel section by knowing the applications
per thread memory access pattern and communication pattern with other cores which
is a potential future work.
To show the goodness of fit statistically, we found the absolute correlation (RSquared) between observed and predicted values as shown in Eq. 3.6, where, yi is the
observed value, yˆi is the predicted value of the ith sample in the test set and ȳ is the
mean of the samples in test set. R2 is a statistical measure that shows how close the
experimentally obtained data are to the fitted regression line. Higher the R2 , better
the model fits the data. In our model for different applications under study, R2 values
are high in the range 0.9945 ≤ R2 ≤ 0.9999 which means that the predicted value is
almost equal to observed value and data points would fall on the fitted regression line.
8
Only validation for Xeon-Phi many-core is shown in this chapter. The model parameters as well
as validation for Xeon Westmere is shown in the appendix. This keeps the chapter simple and makes
it easier for the readers to understand the model parameters better.
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Figure 3.4: Box-plot showing the MIN, MEDIAN, MAX error in predicting {I =
32, P ≤ 240} for different applications.
P
(yi − yˆi )2
R (y, ŷ) = 1 − Pi
2
i (yi − ȳ)
2

3.4.6

(3.6)

Analysis of SPS model parameters

Table. 3.3 reports the SPS model parameters that were computed from our experiments
on Xeon-Phi. Applications have different behaviors as illustrated by the parameters.
From the model parameters, we can understand the scaling pattern of the serial and
parallel sections of the application in a given architecture. ISS and IPS will be positive
and the value explains the impact of input scaling in the execution time. For example,
low ISS values of canneal, fluidanimate in serial section shows that the impact on serial
scaling due to input set size is low and constant. On the other hand, applications like
survey, preflow, deltri, survey and boruvka have quite significant serial sections which
grows quasi-linearly with the input set size and serial scaling can’t be ignored. For
most applications, ISS and IP S are in the same range, i.e. serial section scales similar
to parallel section while for barneshut the execution time of the parallel section grows
quadratically faster than the serial section as the input set size is scaled.
Serial section by definition will run on a single processor. Therefore, changing the
number of cores to execute the application should not affect the serial execution time.
We can observe from the model that PSS is either positive or negative but its value is
low and negligible.
PPS will be negative, as it shows the reduction in execution time of the parallel part
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Figure 3.5: Graph showing the measured value versus modeled value for pref low along
varying input set size and number of cores.
serial section

Parallel section

can

14725.89I 0.001 P 0.003

32138.1I 0.95 P −0.873

swap

0

33367.4I 1.035 P −0.744

fluid

1163.46I 0.002 P 0.076

6438.618I 1.024 P −0.783

deltri

2716.98I 0.994 P −0.007

72750.5I 1.03 P −0.933

preflow

1334.87I 0.965 P −0.001

103915.3I 0.978 P −0.979

boruvka

492.76I 0.978 P −0.023

27935.0I 1.061 P −0.709

barneshut

10.078I 1.004 P −0.027

593.015I 2.119 P −0.896

sssp

50.24I 0.975 P −0.031

4528.222I 1.002 P −0.76

survey

729I 1.01 P −0.024

60685.8I 1.204 P −0.978

Table 3.3: SPS parameters for different applications executed on Xeon-Phi obtained
using trainingset{I ≤ 16, P ≤ 16}
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with the increase in number of processors executing the application. If P P S ≈ −1, it
implies that the parallel section of the application scales well on the given architecture.
Among the chosen applications only deltri, pref low, survey has good parallel scaling.
Rest all benchmarks have average parallel section scaling i,e. P P S ≥ −0.9.
In next section, we discuss the inference of these application specific models on
Xeon-phi and contrast SPS model with the other existing models.

3.5

Inference

In this section, we explain the inference of the observation using our model and also
show how the serial section impacts the speedups of the application with varying I and
P.

3.5.1

The f parameter

SPS model allows to overcome a major difficulty with Amdahl’s and Gustafson’s laws:
the identification of the parameter f which is usually assumed. With our model, we
can find f empirically using Eq. 3.7. Fraction of parallel part (f) in a program varies
with I according to our model. In Eq. 3.7, we can see that f is basically a function of I
(Ibase is a constant base input set size ).
f=

IP S
tpar(Ibase ,1)
cpar Ibase
=
ISS
IP S
tser(Ibase ,1) + tpar(Ibase ,1)
cseq Ibase + cpar Ibase

(3.7)

Variation in f for different application are captured in Table. 3.4 by varying Input
set size (I) from 1 to 10000. We can infer the following:
1. Completely parallel application: Some applications are completely parallel i,e f =
1 the way Gustafson’s law assumes for example swaptions.
2. Constant serial section: In canneal and fluidanimate the serial part is independent
of I or constant as we can notice from the parameters of SPS model in Table 3.3.
Parallel fraction f improves with I. In such applications, the larger parallel
scaling amortize the constant serial section. Therefore, larger the input set size,
larger the parallel fraction f in the program.
3. Sub-linear or linear serial section: The impact of the serial scaling can be noticed
in deltri, preflow, boruvka, sssp, survey. In these applications the serial part grows
sub-linearly or linearly with the parallel part when we increase the input set size.
Therefore, the parallel fraction improves very marginally or remains almost the
same though we increase input set size. Exception to this is barneshut as the
parallel section grows quadratically compared to the serial part and the linear
serial growth is amortized.
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Benchmark

1

10

100

1000

10000

can

0.860

0.982

0.998

1.000

1.000

swap

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

fluid

0.847

0.983

0.998

1.000

1.000

deltri

0.959

0.966

0.972

0.977

0.981

preflow

0.985

0.986

0.986

0.987

0.987

boruvka

0.983

0.986

0.988

0.990

0.992

barneshut

0.983

0.999

1.000

1.000

1.000

sssp

0.989

0.990

0.990

0.991

0.991

survey

0.988

0.992

0.995

0.997

0.998

Table 3.4: Parallel fraction f for varying Input set size from I=1 to 10000 for applications executed on Xeon-phi.
Calculated f values show that, the parallel fraction of an application is not constant as
assumed by Amdahl’s and Gustafson’s law but varies with I. This drawback is further
illustrated in the comparative study in section 3.5.3.

3.5.2

Sub-linear scaling

The SPS model takes into account that the potential speed-up on the parallel section
is sub-linear i.e., P P S > −1 in most of the benchmarks. Few benchmarks like survey,
preflow and deltri have a good parallel scaling with −1 ≤ P P S ≤ −0.9 which means
that their speedup can still be in between 1024 to 512 for a processor with 1024 cores.
Large number of benchmarks have sublinear scaling in the range −0.9 ≤ P P S ≤ −0.7 ,
e.g. canneal, fluidanimate, swaptions, boruvka, sssp and barneshut where the maximum
achievable speedup will be in the range 512 ≤ speedup ≤ 128 in a 1024 core machine.
Added to the sub-linear parallel scaling, SPS model also captures the serial scaling
effect with ISS and IP S hence comparatively lower speedup is achieved in reality.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the potential speedups extrapolated for a few benchmarks
varying the processor number from 1 to 1,024 and varying the problem size from 1
to 10,000. The illustrated examples are representative of the behaviours that were
encountered among the chosen applications. We discuss some of the interesting cases
which gives better inference of the SPS model parameters and the sub-linear scaling
behaviour of the applications.
1. Some applications are completely parallel. In this case, the speedup is totally
dependent on how the parallel section of the application scales IP S and P P S. In
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Figure 3.6: Potential speedups(Y-axis) extrapolated by varying processor number from
P=1 to 1,024 (X-axis in log scale) and Input set size from I=1 to 10,000.
swaptions, the serial section is so small that it can be ignored and the parallel section
has sub-linear scaling i,e P P S = −0.744, which limits the speedup to 174.
2. Some applications have almost constant serial part and good acceleration on the
parallel part for every input set size. But, large input set sizes are needed to amortize the constant serial part which can be deduced directly from the parameters of
c
the applications. In canneal and fluidanimate , large cps , small ISS and P SS makes
the serial section independent of I and P but the parallel section scales quasi linearly
with I and P. Hence, we can achieve significant improvement in speedup using larger I.
We can observe that the speedup increases with I for canneal and fluidanimate in Fig.3.6
3. In certain applications, serial part scales similar to the parallel part i,e ISS ≈
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IP S and P SS is sublinear. We can notice such pattern in deltri, preflow, survey, sssp,
boruvka. These kind of applications seldom benefit from a manycore system because
their speedup gets saturated with P despite increasing I. In deltri and preflow we can
notice that the saturation is very prominent. SSSP and boruvka has limited speedup
because of the poor parallel scaling parameter P P S ≈ 0.7 but will eventually get saturated if we increase P irrespective of I.
4. Even when the execution time of the serial section is increasing linearly with the
input set, it does not always affect the scalability of the application. For instance, in
barneshut, the execution of the serial section is also increasing with the input set size
(ISS = 1.004 ) but at a much lower rate than the execution time of the parallel section
(IP S = 2.1). Hence, the linear speedup can be noticed in barneshut.

3.5.3

Comparison with previous works

Previous models like Amdhal’s, Gustafson’s and GSSE were not empirical9 and also
were not considering the serial scaling and hence for some applications we find a very
large difference in speedup when compared to SPS model. Our model gives more realistic speedups for every application because it considers the parallel and serial scaling
parameters obtained by executing the application in given architecture. We show the
comparison of speedup obtained using these models in Table 3.5 for all the applications
if executed with P = 1024 and I = 100. f can be obtained from Eq. 3.7 and can be
used in Eq. 2.1, Eq. 2.2, Eq. 2.7 to obtain Amdahl’s, Gustafson’s and GSSE speedup
√
respectively, GSSE uses p as scaling parallel factor. SPS model speed up is calculated
T (100,1)
from T (100,1024)
.
We can observe that though the application is completely parallel the achievable
speedup can be very low. For example, canneal has f = 1 and still has speedup of
174 which is mainly due to the poor parallel scaling which was not considered by other
parallel models. While Barneshut comparatively has higher speedup with f = 1 because its parallel section scales quadratically and the serial section scales linearly with
I. In applications like deltri, preflow, survey, SSSP, boruvka SPS model speedup is
comparable with Amdhals as ISS ≈ IP S and it is slightly low due to the parallel
scaling factor considered by SPS. Therefore, SPS model provides a realistic speedup
considering the application behavior in the underlying architecture.

9
Basically, to calculate the speed up for other probabilistic models we need serial 1 − f and parallel
fraction f in the program. According to our approach, the fraction f needs to be obtained experimentally
by measuring the runtime. We compute the f using Eq 3.7 and substitute in respective model.
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Benchmark

f

Amdhal

Gustafson GSSE

SPS

can

0.998

332.46

1021.92

961.39

228.15

swap

1.000

1024.00

1024.00

1024.00

174.25

fluid

0.998

386.53

1022.35

973.74

166.47

deltri

0.972

34.60

995.41

533.77

33.95

preflow

0.986

68.12

1009.97

708.92

67.42

boruvka

0.988

77.74

1011.83

739.46

52.28

barneshut

1.000

928.87

1023.90

1020.73

474.39

sssp

0.990

93.96

1014.10

780.35

67.64

survey

0.995

171.35

1019.02

885.63

167.16

Table 3.5: Achievable speedup for the applications with I = 100 and P = 1024.

3.5.4

SPS model limitations

We have developed the SPS model in order to extrapolate the performance of future
parallel applications on large scale many cores featuring 100’s or even 1000’s of cores.
It is our belief that future applications will in some way exhibit scaling characteristics
within the same spectrum as the benchmarks we studied in this paper.
However, the SPS model remains very rough and should be used very carefully
when drawing definite conclusions on the scaling of a given application on a many core.
For example, the SPS model is able to predict that if the P P S is largely greater than
-1 (e.g. P P S = −0.75 ) or if the serial section is scaling with the input set and the
processor number. In such scenario the application is very unlikely to scale favorably
with I and P. Even if the measured parallel scaling factor P P S is close to -1 and the
serial scaling is very limited, a sudden limitation can appear due to some hardware
bottleneck such as memory bandwidth, locks contentions, cache contentions ..etc and
limit application scalability, which is not captured in the model.
Moreover, the inferred parameters are for a specific implementation of an architecture10 . Changing the balance in the architecture -e.g. cache per processor ratio,
bandwidth per processor- can change the scaling parameters of the application. Application re-engineering and algorithm modification will also change the scaling factors of
an application.
10

This can be observed with the speedup and f values for the Xeon Westmere system in the Appendix

Heterogeneous architecture
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SPS analysis rules

We list here a small set of rules of thumb to analyze the expected scaling behavior of a
parallel application from its SPS model parameters collected on a small configuration
and small working set.
• Maximum speed-up is limited by P P S: P P S close to −1 indicates that quasilinear speedup is possible, P P S close to −0.5 limits the potential speed-up to the
square root of the processor number.
• The serial section may scale with the input set size: if it scales with the same
factor as the parallel section (ISS ≈ IP S), the possible speedup will not increase
with the problem size and will saturate soon.

3.6

Heterogeneous architecture

Using many small cores provide more thread level parallelism, but the impact of the
serial scaling limits the achievable performance as the time taken to execute the serial
section depends on the strength of the core. Hill and Marty [HM08] show that heterogeneous multicores can offer potential speedups that are much greater than homogeneous
multicore chips. Heterogeneous cores that feature few very powerful cores, allow the use
of an aggressive big core to speedup the serial section to amortize/reduce the impact
of serial scaling on the overall performance. By looking at the relative benefits of the
little
larger serial core (relative core strength) i,e tser
tser big , we can infer whether the application has a potential to benefit by using a hybrid core. If the fraction is significantly
greater than 1, then the serial part of the application executes faster in bigger core and
we can expect some potential improvement using the hybrid.
In this thesis, we consider a heterogeneous core consisting of one big Xeon like core
and many small Xeon-phi like cores (Asymmetric cores). As Xeon Phi’s area details
are still unavailable, we do a pessimistic area-performance analysis with the details
of Out-of-Order Xeon (Big core) and In-Order Knights Ferry (Little core) as stated
in [HBT13]. Die area per core comparison is around 1:3 between Xeon and Knights
Ferry i,e 3 little cores can be built in the area of 1 big core. We show 3 different areaperformance plots in Fig. 3.7 where x-axis is the area of Xeon, Xeon-phi and Hybrid
equivalent of Xeon area and their respective performance in y-axis. The plots are 1.
Xeon (all big Xeon cores), 2. Xeon-Phi (all Knights Ferry small cores), 3. Hybrid
(One big Xeon core which executes serial section and rest Knights Ferry small cores).
The total number of Xeon equivalent cores of Xeon-Phi and Hybrid cores are shown
in Table 3.6. We will focus only on those benchmarks for which the experiments were
carried out with the same input set size in both the platforms as mentioned in Sec.3.4.2.
From Table. 3.3, we can see swaption does not have any serial section and hence will
not benefit from hybrid architecture. On contrary big Xeon cores has good speedup
due to their well scaling parallel section. Fluidanimate has a very low core strength
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Xeon (Big cores)
8
16
32
64
128
256

Xeon-Phi (Small cores)
24
48
96
192
384
768

Hybrid(Small + Big cores)
21 + 1
45 +1
93 + 1
189 + 1
381 + 1
765 + 1

Table 3.6: Total Xeon equivalent cores in Xeon-Phi and Hybrid cores
and will not have reasonable gains from hybrid core. Here, the little and hybrid cores
perform better as the application scales better in Xeon-phi.
In canneal, the serial section is fixed and Xeon core is 3X faster than the Xeon-Phi.
Therefore, by using a hybrid core we can get better speedup. Moreover, a good parallel
section scaling (P P S = −0.873) with many little cores has better performance. Survey
also gains better performance using a hybrid core as the big core executes the serial
section 2X faster than the little core. But, the performance of Xeon is poor due to the
poor parallel section scaling.

3.7

Summary

Future many-core designs will demand programs with very high degree of parallelism.
The available parallelism might be restricted due to the programing techniques used in
the application i,e application inherent behavior or due to the weak underlying hardware which cannot exploit the inherent parallelism in the application.
In this chapter, we developed a methodology to measure the serial and parallel
execution time separately using tiptop, then applied non-linear regression on the experimental data to obtain the parameters for the SPS model. Our SPS model allows
to capture various scaling behaviours of applications at an abstract level depending on
the input size I and the number of cores P. We recall here this simple modelization:
t(I, P ) = cseq I as P bs + cpar I ap P bp

(3.8)

Through run-time monitoring, we have been able to empirically extract the parameters for parallel benchmark applications on a Xeon and Xeon-Phi many-core system.
Our model indicates that there exist some applications that could scale well on a 1000
core processor (P P S close to -1) provided that the architecture is scaled in a balanced
way. But, it also indicates that despite near optimal linear speed-up on the parallel
part, global performance could be quite disappointing due to the scaling of the sequential part with the input set size.
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Swaption

Fluidanimate

Canneal

Survey

Figure 3.7: Area-Performance graph showing Hybrid architecture has better speedup
with serial scaling.
From the application side, we hope that the SPS model will help application designers to understand how their application performance will scale with the number
of cores and with the input set problem on future many-cores with few experimental
runs providing the information about the scalable behavior of an application in a given
architecture. On the architectural side, the SPS model can be used to study the architecture design space i.e whether big/small homogeneous cores or a mixed heterogeneous
cores are needed for the application because providing a powerful core to the growing
serial part will improve the overall performance of the program which is not discussed
in this paper due to space limitation.
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Chapter 4

Designing/Exploring core choice
of future many-cores
In this chapter, we focus on understanding the difference between the inherent program behavior of the serial and parallel parts of a multi-threaded
application. Then, utilizing a trace based simulation, we explore the design
space of the core for many-cores processors (area-performance tradeoff ) primarily focusing on the resource requirements of the serial and parallel cores.
Amdahl’s law [Amd67] says that, we cannot go faster than the serial section of
the program though we might have infinite processing resource. Therefore, to obtain
optimal performance in many-core era, one must exploit all levels of parallelism i,e
Thread Level Parallelism (TLP), Data Level Parallelism (DLP) and Instruction Level
Parallelism (ILP) : TLP by running more concurrent threads, DLP by performing vector operations and ILP by making sequential core faster. In the previous chapter, we
showed that the performance of serial and parallel fraction of an application depends on
the underlying architecture. We also demonstrated how the applications in which the
serial part becomes a bottleneck with larger input set size can benefit from asymmetric
architecture.
Major emphasis in this chapter is to better understand the inherent program characteristics of the parallel and serial code sections in multi-threaded applications. Inherent program characteristics are used to get better insight on the respective resource
requirements of the serial and the parallel parts of the application. If the requirements
are similar, homogeneous multi-core processors should be used, where, sequential and
parallel section will be executed in the core with similar resource. If not similar, heterogeneous multi-cores with complex core targeting the sequential section and simple
cores targeting the parallel sections seems more adapted. This trend is already setting
in the industry with the companies like Intel and ARM introducing Xeon-phi (many
small cores) and ARM Big.Little (Few big cores and few small cores) respectively. However, the design space is huge as we move from single core to multi/many-core and is a
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difficult task to find an optimal design point. Therefore, our main focus is to explore
the potential many-core parallel applications and find out whether they have some similar pattern or signature in the inherent behavior of serial and parallel section of an
application which will help the architects in determining the proper use of the silicon
area.

4.1

Motivation

The main motivation behind this contribution comes fom the hardware side in answering what is the optimal micro-architecture of every core in many-core era?
We address this issue, by showing the difference between parallel and serial parts of a
multi-threaded program and the kind of resource they demand.
To start with, we used multi-threaded pintool to analyze the dynamic instruction
mix of the serial and parallel parts. We categorized the instructions into 5 categories
such as computation - includes all the arithmetic and logical operations, data-transfer
- includes all the memory bound operations, branch - accounts for all the control flow
instructions, stack - accounts for push, pop operations and semaphore - accounts for
the atomic operations. They are captured in terms of dynamic instruction mix of serial
and parallel sections of 8 different applications and are presented in Figure. 4.1 and
4.2. Comparing both the figures, we infer that, the arithmetic instructions are considerably1 more in parallel part while serial part has comparatively more data-transfer2 ,
branches and stack instructions. Another striking difference is the amount of vector
instructions (SSE) in the serial and parallel parts which are shown in Figure 4.3. All
parallel kernels have high vector utilization with particle being the exception which is
due to the inherent nature of the program.
From theses characterizations, we deduce that, at the instruction level, the composition of parallel and serial sections are different. We further show that, the resource
requirements are also different between these two parts in Section 4.4.

4.2

Related Work

Design space exploration of a processor at a very fine level results in an application
specific cores where the processing elements are customized to specific applications
by removing all the components that are not used or under-used by the application.
Conservative cores [VSG+ 10] stands as a representative example for the application
specific design space exploration by automatically synthesizing the cores from applica1

Average arithmetic operations in serial section = 36%, parallel section = 50%. We can see that 5
out of the 8 benchmarks have more than 50% of arithmetic operations in parallel section.
2
Average data transfer operations in serial section = 37%, parallel section = 33%. This 4% might
look marginal but with the memory access latency into consideration, it can have a significant impact
in the run-time depending on the memory hierarchy.
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Figure 4.1: Instruction mix of serial section.

Figure 4.2: Instruction mix of parallel section.

tion source code. These application specific processor cores mainly target improving
the energy-efficiency by increasing the parallelism. As a result, per-core computation
power requirement reduces and more computation is possible under the same power
budget. On a coarser level, there are processors which target a specific set of applications. For example, GPUs target group of applications with high arithmetic intensity.
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Figure 4.3: Percentage of vector instructions in serial and parallel part.

One of the earliest design space exploration work was by Farrens et al [FTP94] who
studied the area efficiency of processor by comparing a single core with a large cache to
a multi-core architecture with smaller private cache and concluded that multi-core with
smaller cache have a good area-performance trade-off. Similar study was conducted by
Huh et al [HBK01] on efficient design of Chip Multi Processor (CMP), where, they
studied the area-performance trade off of CMP implementation to find how many cores
future CMP should have and what kind of core should they be considering different
factors like processor organization, cache hierarchy, off-chip bandwidth and application
characteristics. They concluded that, by fixing the cache size and the number of cores
a priori might result in poor performance across different application classes. Hence,
the future CMPs should be adaptable, where, the processors will have mechanisms to
adapt to the applications available parallelism and their resource needs.
Along with homogeneous CMPs, the research community also proposed some exploration results for heterogeneous CMPs. The initial exploration on the heterogeneous
CMPs were carried out with existing architectures, either with different generation of
same processor family or by changing voltage and frequency of the processor ([BRUL05],
[AGS05]). Later Kumar et al [KTJ06], studied the core architecture optimization for
heterogeneous CMPs. They arrived at multiple conclusions like the best performing
general purpose cores may not be suitable for heterogeneous CMP, instead, each core
should be tuned for a class of applications with common characteristics when executing
a multi-process workload.
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In this thesis, we also focus on obtaining optimal area-performance trade-off like
the previous works, but, our design space exploration goals are bit different. Instead of
looking at individual applications requirement and clustering them w.r.t to their algorithmic similarity (example: stencil, streaming etc), we intend to explore the inherent
characteristics of serial and parallel sections of a group of multi-threaded applications
and understand their hardware requirements respectively. Closest to our study in this
chapter was by Tullsen et al [ANM+ 12],where, they show that CPU and GPU sections
of a program has different characteristics and the design of CPU should be redefined for
better CPU-GPU integration. They analyzed the non-GPU code characteristics and
proposed modification required in CPU design based on sensitivity of the window size,
branch predictors, vector units and prefetchers used.

4.3

Experimental Methodology

The methodology for design space exploration should start with a set of workloads
and a set of constraints on the processor. The design space of even a single core is
large with a possibility to experiment by changing various architectural parameters.
Moving towards multi/many core the exploration becomes more complex because the
design space extends to multiple cores and on top of it, the best achievable performance
depends on software/hardware co-design of the application. From the motivation in
Section 4.1, we inferred that the program composition of the serial and parallel sections
are different. Hence, we make some assumptions to make the problem simpler by
exploring the resource requirement like the number of computation units, type of branch
predictor or size of the cache required by the serial and parallel section in an isolated
way. The methodology adapted by us may be bit naive for a commercial design, but
even in that case we believe this methodology would find a design closer to the best
achievable design.

4.3.1

Benchmarks

In this study, we focus on applications that will be executed on future many-cores.
Therefore, we chose benchmarks which are parallelized using shared memory model.
We selected applications featuring parallel and serial section where both the sections
do meaningful work. We consider 8 applications with the criteria that the total number
of instructions executed in the serial section is considerably large i.e, the serial part
should execute 1 billion instructions at the least and contributes to 10% of the total
run-time instructions at the minimum on the chosen input set.
After evaluating the data parallel and balanced programs from PARSEC, RODINIA
and PLAST benchmark suites, we chose 3 applications from PARSEC benchmark
suite[BKSL08]: Blackscholes(black), Canneal (can), Fluidanimate ( fluid), 4 applications from Rodinia [CBM+ 09] benchmark suite: Backprop (back), Kmeans (kmeans),
Particle Filter (particle), SRAD (srad) and PLAST bioinformatic benchmark [NL09].
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We also verified from the source code that, these programs do meaningful work in the
serial part just more than reading input file and allocating memory. The serial activity
in these benchmarks are further explained in detail:
1. Blackscholes: The Blackscholes equation is a Partial Differential Equation that
describes, how, with a given set of assumptions, the value of an option changes
as the price of the underlying asset changes. The serial part in this benchmark
involves the initialization phase where the data are calculated, segregated and
stored in private arrays to be used by the parallel part for further computation.
2. Canneal: This program simulates cache-aware annealing to optimize routing
cost of a chip design. The serial section does a big job in creating the netlist from
the input file which will be used by the parallel kernel and the time taken by the
serial section to build the netlist increases with higher input set size.
3. Fluidanimate: This is a physics simulation which animates the fluid flow by solving the Navier-Stokes equations using Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH).
In the program, the initialization phase is compute bound with lot of variables
and coefficients being computed for the further use in parallel section. We also
noticed serial section in terms of visualization barriers in between parallel fluid
simulation sections which can be a potential scaling bottleneck.
4. Backprop: Back Propagation is a machine-learning algorithm that trains the
weights of connecting nodes on a layered neural network. In this application the
serial part consists of net list creation where new fully-connected network is built
from scratch, with the given numbers of input, hidden and output units. Also the
error computation part in between the successive execution of the parallel kernals
contributes to the serial section.
5. Kmeans: K-means is a clustering algorithm used extensively in data-mining that
identifies related points by associating each data point with its nearest cluster,
computing new cluster centroids, and iterating until convergence. In this application, the serial part consists of memory allocation, splitting up and arranging
data into arrays, performing array reduction, replace old cluster with new cluster
etc which are computationally intensive task of the application.
6. Particle Filter: The particle filter is a statistical estimator of the location of
a target object, given, noisy measurements of that target’s location and an idea
of the object’s path in a Bayesian framework. This is used for video surveillance
in the form of tracking vehicles, also in biological applications like tracking cells.
In the program, the video sequence is generated with noise from the given data
which contributes to the serial section and is computationally intensive.
7. Srad: It is used as a diffusion method for ultrasonic and radar imaging applications based on partial differential equations (PDEs). SRAD consists of several
pieces of work like image extraction, continuous computation and image compression. Out of these functonalities resizing image, extraction, compression and
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saving of image are implemented serially which contains equal computation and
memory operations.
8. PLAST: Parallel Local Alignment Search Tool (PLAST) for Database Comparison is a bio-informatics algorithm to detect similarities between two protien
sequences. PLAST implements a 3 step, seed based algorithm which involves
indexing, ungapped extension and gapped extension. The indexing part of this
algorithm is exclusively implemented serially and grows when bigger workloads
are executed.

4.3.2

Methodology

We used the multi-threaded PINTOOL [LCM+ 05] to analyze our applications with dynamic instrumentation. We analyze the Micro-Architecture Independent [HE07] characteristics of serial and parallel sections of these application and then imply the microarchitectural constraints to identify the resource requirement of serial and parallel parts
individually. Therefore, every thread of the application is analyzed independently and
results are obtained per thread-wise. Our main goal is to find out the difference in the
code characteristics and resource requirement as mentioned before in Section 2 between
serial and parallel sections of a multi-threaded program. All our programs were compiled with GCC 4.7.2 and -O3 optimization. We used large input set size available from
the benchmark suites and the results are reported from complete program execution.
The details of the input set used are provided in Table 4.1.

Benchmarks

Input Size

Blackscholes 65,536 options
Canneal

400000 elements, 100000 swaps per
step, 512 steps

Fluidanimate 500,000 particles, 80 frames
Backprop

1048576 nodes

Kmeans

819200 data points, 34 features

Particle filter

-x 128 -y 128 -z 200 -np 1000

SRAD

1024 x 1024 datapoints

PLAST

-i coina.fa -d query.fa

Table 4.1: Input set parameters used for different applications under study.
We ensured that the chosen benchmarks are load balanced and execute equivalent
work in all the parallel threads. Among the chosen 8 applications, 4 are parallelized
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using Pthread library (black, can, fluid and plast) and rest 4 (back, kmeans, particle,
srad) with OpenMP library. In the pthread based programs, it is easy to differentiate
parallel and serial section. The serial section or the main thread of the program always
executes as the first thread, which in turn spawns the requested number of threads
in runtime (in total N+1 threads). As we analyze the activity threadwise, the muiltthreaded pintool reports the analysis on the program on per thread basis, where, first
thread corresponds to serial section and the others are parallel. On the other hand,
OpenMP spawns only N threads (main thread does its work and also executes one
parallel thread), therefore, we extract the parallel contribution from the main thread
to know the serial activity3 . Hence, no source code modification or marking in the code
was required.

4.4

Difference between serial and parallel section

We study the difference between the serial and parallel sections by analyzing the microarchitecture independent characteristics [HE07] of each section. Micro-architecture
independent characteristics infers the inherent behavior of the program, using which,
we can explore the hardware requirement for serial and parallel sections. We consider
the following characteristics in our study:
1. potential Instruction Level Parallelism (pILP) available in serial and parallel sections to know the minimum number of independent instructions that can be
executed in parallel in each part of the program. Inturn, pILP gives an idea
about the minimum number of execution units required by the application.
2. Always taken control instructions in serial and parallel parts to know the taken
rate or transition rate of the branches. Branch Mis-prediction per Kilo Instructions (MPKI) of serial and parallel sections infers whether the application needs
simple or complex branch predictor.
3. Memory foot print or working set size of serial and parallel sections to know
number of different memory blocks touched by the application. This helps in
understanding the cache requirement of each section.
Performance of a multi-threaded program in many-core era depends not only on
Thread Level Parallelism (TLP) available in entire application but also on Data Level
Parallelism (DLP) and Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP) available per thread. Limits
of ILP has been studied for long now with first work from Wall et al [Wal91] considering
the limitations imposed by register renaming, branch prediction and window size. They
concluded that available ILP lies in the range of 5-7. In this section, we study ILP limits
in parallel and serial sections to explore what will be the optimal micro-architecture in
the many-core era. Also, the size of the cache and the nature of the cache (private or
3

We would like to clarify that for our analysis this approximation is acceptable because we work on
one IPC model so the absolute subtraction does not distort the result
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shared) in the memory hierarchy determines performance of the thread by improving
data reuse and by hiding memory latency.

4.4.1

ILP

Instruction-level parallelism (ILP) is a measure of how many operations in a computer
program can be executed in parallel if we have infinite resources. In reality, we are
confined by area and power constrains which bounds us with limited resources. The
most significant hardware parameters in determining the available ILP in a program
are 1. Window-size and 2. Issue Width.
1. Window size (WS) - The window size bounds how far ahead the processor can
search for ILP. For example, if the W indowsize = 32, then we can look for ILP
available in the set of successive 32 instructions in the instruction stream. In the
recent Intel Haswell processor, WS=192 [HKO+ 14].
2. Issue-width (IW) - The maximum number of instructions that can be issued (i.e.,
commence execution) during the same cycle. The issue-width bounds the maximum available Instruction Per Cycle (IPC). In the recent Intel Haswell processor,
IW=8 [HKO+ 14] as it has eight heterogeneous execution ports.

Figure 4.4: Shows general philosophy of IO and OOO execution of the instruction
stream with WS=5. Here I ix denotes an independent instruction, D ix denotes a
dependent instruction.
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potential ILP (pILP): is defined as the maximum number of instructions that can
be executed in parallel for a considered window size. The amount of pILP varies widely
depending on the type of code being executed.
Our aim in this section is to understand the pILP in the serial and parallel sections
of different applications when using In-Order (IO) and Out of Order (OOO) core model
respectively. To measure the pILP in shared-memory multi-threaded applications, we
begin by assuming an ideal processor core model with a unit latency instructions which
has perfect cache, perfect branch predictor and infinite physical registers.
4.4.1.1

IO pILP

In-Order model assumes unlimited instruction window size, functional units to analyze
the micro-architecture independent characteristics of the application. The philosophy
of the model is shown in Figure 4.4 and employs data dependency analysis. We can observe that, in the in-order core, only the independent instructions from the head of the
window till the first dependent instruction in the window gets executed in every cycle
and the dependent instructions will be executed in the next cycle. For example: In the
In-Order core part of the illustrated Figure 4.4, at cycle1, I i1 and I i2 are executed
as they are independent instructions at the window head before the first dependent
instruction D i3 and at cycle2 D i3 becomes independent, therefore, D i3, I i4, I i5 are
executed from the head of the window till the first dependent instruction D i6. This
model gives the lower bound of issue width (corresponds to minimum number of execution units) required by the serial and parallel parts respectively. Our experiments
shows that in all applications serial code has more successive independent instructions
than the parallel code as demonstrated in Figure. 4.5. Among the considered applications, average serial pILP = 3.3 and average parallel pILP = 2.3. This suggests that,
the core executing serial part will benefit with more execution units than parallel part.
4.4.1.2

OOO pILP

In Out-of-Order model, we assume a fixed window size and issue-width to obtain pILP.
The philosophy of the model is shown in Figure. 4.4 with W S = 5, where, all the
independent instructions in the window are executed in every cycle. For example:
In the Out-of-Order core part of the illustrated Figure 4.4, at cycle1, I i1, I i2, I i4,
I i5 are independent instructions which can execute if there are sufficient executable
units and at cycle2, D i3 (becomes independent), I i8 and I i9 are executed and hence
forth. This is further limited by considering the issue width (number of execution unit)
available. In our analysis, we assume different window sizes of: 32, 64, 128 and 256
in-flight instructions and issue width=8. Extractable pILP for small (IW=8,WS=32)
and large (IW=8,WS=256) configurations of OOO cores are shown in Figure. 4.6. We
can observe the following:
1. Bigger the WS, more the pILP but still not sufficient enough to utilize IW=8.

Difference between serial and parallel section

Figure 4.5: IO pILP of serial and parallel section.

Figure 4.6: OOO pILP of serial and parallel section.
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2. Though serial section has higher pILP than parallel section, the difference between
them reduces as we increase the WS.
4.4.1.3

Inference

From pILP study, we infer that, the extractable pILP is different for OOO and in-order
cores. Figure 4.7 shows the trend of how pILP grows in the serial and parallel part
as we move from IO core to OOO with W S = 32/64/128/256. In general, by looking
at the average pILP of both IO and OOO cores, we see that the parallel part uses
functional units at a faster rate than the serial part as the window size grows, i.e,
more independent instructions can be executed in OOO core with larger W S. But, the
performance/area/power cost and complexity of the architectural technique to exploit
pILP also grows exponentially for OOO cores. In Chapter 3, we demonstrated how
an asymmetric heterogeneous cores with larger serial core and many smaller parallel
cores improved the overall performance of an application. Applying the similar train
of thoughts and from the pILP experimental results, we postulate that in the future
many-core serial part will need a wider issue core and many small IO cores or OOO
cores with narrow issue width and small window size will be more appropriate for the
parallel part.

Figure 4.7: Shows the average pILP trend of the serial and parallel sections of the
applications under study when we move from IO to OOO core.

4.4.2

Branch predictor

Control instructions also limits the available ILP in an application [LW92]. With deeper
pipeline and the potential penalty of branches increasing, we need dynamic branch pre-
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diction techniques with high accuracy to speculatively execute the instructions. As we
aim at exploiting ILP in the cores executing serial and parallel sections, the prediction
capability of the branch predictor becomes very important.
For instance, a study from 2009 [RWJ09] finds that, for the Intel Xeon E5440, a
perfect branch predictor would yield a performance improvement of 26.0%, while halving the average number of mispredictions per 1000 instructions (MPKI) from 6.50 to
3.25 would improve overall performance by 13.0% . For future generation processors
with large instruction windows and large issue width, the effect of branch prediction
on performance will be even more pronounced.

Figure 4.8: Percentage of taken branches in serial and parallel part.
To study the Micro-architecture independent characteristics of conditional branches
it is necessary to know how often the branches are always taken. For the applications
under study, we performed an analysis using the multi-threaded PINTOOL to find the
percentage of taken branches in the serial and the parallel parts. We find that on an
average the parallel part has 7% more taken branches than the serial part in the considered applications. Figure 4.8 shows the inherent branch behavior of the applications in
serial and parallel parts respectively. We can very well notice that except for f luid rest
all applications have more taken branches in the parallel part which can be attributed
to the inherent nature of the program. Continuing this, we explored different hardware
branch predictors based on their complexity to study the achievable prediction accu-
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racy for the serial and parallel parts respectively.

Figure 4.9: Branch behavior of serial part on different predictor with 8KB storage size.
In our study, we have compared the MPKI achieved on serial and parallel sections
using simple (1-bit [Smi81], 2-bit [YP91], tournament [McF93]) and complex (TAGE
[Sez11]) branch predictors. TAGE is considered as the best performing branch predictor
proposed during the last decade. TAGE handles both conditional and unconditional
branches. Experiments were performed with both simple and complex predictors with
storage capacity of 8KB among all predictors. Therefore, only difference comes from
the complexity of implementing the logic. 1-bit will be easier to implement than for
tournament.
4.4.2.1

Inference

From Figure. 4.9 & 4.10, we see that, the TAGE predicts well in parallel section of
most applications with MPKI ≤ 1 but the serial section still has some difficult to
predict branches in can, plast, kmeans and particle. Tournament predictor which is less
complex to implement than TAGE also works well in most parallel applications except
fluid (f luid was an exception among the benchmarks with more taken branches in the
serial section than parallel) with MPKI ≤ 4. Therefore, a fair choice would be to use a
simple branch predictor which are simple to implement with good accuracy for parallel
part and a complex predictor like TAGE for serial part. In Figure 4.10 we can see that
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going from 1-bit to tournament we gain 2 MPKI which should be around 8-10% with
respect to the reverse engineering results from [RWJ09].

Figure 4.10: Branch behavior of parallel part on different predictor with 8KB storage
size.

4.4.3

Data cache

Private caches have become part of the CPU in multi-cores. Cache is used by processor to reduce the average time to access data from the main memory by storing the
frequently accessed data nearer to the core. By understanding the temporal locality
behavior of a programs’ data, we can determine the cache requirement of serial and
parallel parts of the program. We use a multi-threaded PINTOOL based cache simulator for this purpose which simulates a 8 way associative cache with round robin
replacement policy with 64 byte blocks. We studied the MPKI4 with cache size varying
from 32KB to 32 MB to understand the cache requirement of the serial and parallel
parts respectively.
4.4.3.1

Inference

From Figure. 4.11, we observe that the cache requirement for serial and parallel section
are different. Most of the considered applications do not require large private cache for
4

Misses per Kilo instructions
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Figure 4.11: The figure shows the cache performance of each workload as a function of cache
size. The y-axis presents workload MPKI and the x-axis presents the cache size in Mega Bytes
(MB). All workloads were run to completion using the reference input sets.
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the parallel section (more than 1 MB) except can, back and srad. Moreover, parallel
section of back does not even benefit from large cache as the MPKI remains same with
larger cache size. On the other hand, most serial section needs large cache and benefit
from the growing cache size. Therefore, the cores executing the serial section should
have larger caches than the ones executing parallel section in general. F luid (serial)
and back (parallel) does not even benefit from 32MB because either their data are not
reused or they are so big that it does not fit in this cache size.

4.4.4

Future many-cores

From the micro-architecture independent study, we can see that the inherent behavior
of serial and parallel parts are different and have different resource requirements with
respect to different component of the core like number of execution units, branch predictors and private cache size etc. Though in specific these parameters are application
dependent, we found a common trend to make some fair decisions on the behavior and
resource requirement for these sections.
• Serial section has 1. high average pILP both in In-order and OOO model, 2.
more conditional branch instructions which are difficult to predict and 3. large
working set size. Therefore, core executing the serial section can be a wide issue
OOO core with complex branch predictor and large sized private cache.
• parallel section has 1. low pILP in In-order and OOO model along with high
chance of exploiting TLP with many small cores, 2. easily predictable branches
and 3. smaller working set size. Therefore, core executing the parallel section
can be a small issue OOO core or IO core with simple branch predictor and
medium/small sized private cache.
Thus, the future many-core should be heterogeneous with many small cores executing the parallel section and few complex cores executing the serial section. With this
study, we affirm the conclusions derived from analytical models ([HM08], [NBS14]) on
the usage of many small cores and few high performance big cores in many-core era.

4.5

Summary

With the hardware and software requirements unclear for the many-core era, we have
taken a fair step in this chapter in determining the hardware requirements by analyzing the inherent characteristics in the serial and parallel part of the MT application.
Though the real world is much more complex, we have attempted to answer the design
space exploration problem of many-core at high level and analyzed how the core and
uncore characteristics can guide the architect in designing a many-core targeting a class
of applications.
The contribution in this chapter can be classified into two sub-problems. 1. To
understand, whether the serial and parallel sections of a multi-threaded application are
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similar or different? From our characterization study, we found that they are different.
Serial parts are memory intensive with more hard to predict control instructions and
the parallel parts are usually computationally intensive. 2. What kind of core should
be used for the serial and parallel parts? From our high level design space exploration
study, we found that serial part needs wider issue core with complex branch predictor
and large private cache and in contrary, the parallel part might perform fairly with
a narrow issue core with simple branch predictor and comparatively smaller private
cache. Our overall study suggests that serial and parallel sections are different: they
might require different processors. Hence, we conclude that heterogeneous many-cores
cores with few large cores and many small cores will be the optimal many-core architecture in the future.

Chapter 5

Conclusion
Diminishing performance returns, high power consumption and heat dissipation along
with complex design led to the end of single-core scaling. With transistor size shrinking, the processor industry started integrating more transistors in a given area. In the
recent trend, we can observe that these transistors are used to build more cores in a
single chip resulting in multi-core processors. Multi-core has become so ubiquitous that
today we find them not only in the desktops but also in most of the small portable
devices like mobile phones, tablets and even in cameras. Similarly, the high performance computing industry has moved from multi-core to many-core and the last few
generations of supercomputers like Stampede, Tianhe-2A host many-core processors
along with the traditional multi-cores as accelerators.
Many-core era poses multiple design challenges both from software and hardware
perspective. From the software side, the main challenge is to build parallel applications
using scalable programming models that are portable across multiple platforms and can
exploit the computing power available in the many-core. From the hardware side, the
primary challenge is to build an area and power efficient cores which are generic and
can execute the application without much of fine tuning and platform related optimizations. Additionally, there are secondary challenges like designing high bandwidth and
low latency on-chip network, scalable memory consistency models etc that completes
the many-core system. We discussed these design challenges in detail in Chapter 1 and
postulated that when the performance is evaluated over the entire application and not
just the parallel kernel a very basic scalability bottleneck may occur due to the serial
section in an application.
Before building a new system, it is very essential to model it to study the achievable
performance of the system. In the field of computer architecture, modeling a simulator to study a complete system is a time consuming process but can be accurate. In
contrary, analytical models can be used to study the system quickly at a high level but
are not very accurate. In chapter 2, we focused more on the performance evaluation
techniques for the many-core system and discuss the state of the art analytical models
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that are used for performance prediction. Existing analytical models used to predict
parallel application performance either considers serial section is constant or ignores
the impact of serial section.
In chapter 3, we propose our Serial/Parallel scaling empirical model that captures
effect of serial section in determining the application scalability and achievable performance. Our empirical model shows that first of all, serial section is not negligible in all
parallel applications. Additionally, explicit serial section adds up to the performance
degradation of the parallel section resulting in lower performance than expected. We
validate our model in 2 different architectures 1. many small core Xeon-Phi many-core
processors with 240 logical cores and 2. few large core Xeon Westmere based manycore processors with 24 logical cores. We finally demonstrate how the applications with
scaling serial section benefit if a heterogeneous many-core is built with few large cores
and many small cores.
Another interesting issue that has always been a hot topic of research in computer
architecture is the design space exploration of the processors. On a very higher level,
this can be seen as exploration of the kind of architecture that should be considered to
get a better area-performance-power trade-off for a group of applications. In Chapter
4, we explore the design space for the apt hardware for multi-threaded applications in
the many-core era. We analyze the core requirement for the serial and parallel section
separately to conclude that the inherent characteristics of these 2 sections are different
and hence might need different core configuration in the many-core era.
In this thesis, we have mainly focused in answering the following 3 questions
• Q1. In a multi-threaded program, is the serial part negligible or constant as assumed by the previous analytical models that are very widely
used?
• Q2. How to model the application scalability of many-core systems?
• Q3. What is the difference between serial and parallel parts of a multithreaded program? Do they require similar micro-architecture?

Contribution
As a first contribution, we developed a methodology to study the execution time of the
serial and parallel section individually in a multi-threaded application. We used tiptop
[Roh11], a performance monitoring tool that can sample and log the periodic samples
(no.of active cycles and instructions executed) from threads running in individual cores.
The biggest advantage of using tiptop were 1. low sampling overhead, easily scalable
to many-core monitoring and 2. it does not require any source code marking or instrumentation. Using the measured data, we built our Serial/Parallel Scaling (SPS) model
for each application executed on the given architecture. SPS model uses both input set
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size and the number of processors used as a function in determining the execution time
model of a multi-threaded program. Our empirical model is shown in Equation 5.1.
The SPS model only uses 6 parameters to represent the execution time of a parallel
application, taking into account its input set and the number of processors. cseq , as and
bs are used to model the serial execution time and cpar , ap and bp are used to model
the parallel execution time. We compared the maximum achievable speed up of the
multi-threaded applications with the existing analytical models proposed by Amdahl
[Amd67], Gustafson [Gus88] and Juurlink et al (GSSE) [JM12] to show that in reality
serial section has a major impact in application scalability of certain applications where
the serial section grows with the input set size. There are more inferences from the
model such as the percentage of serial and parallel part in a multi-threaded application is architecture dependent and hence the scaling factor of the fraction of serial and
parallel parts cannot be determined without actually executing the application and
measuring them. For serial section scaling applications using a homogeneous manycore may not be a good choice and hence we demonstrated the advantage of using a
heterogeneous many-core using few large cores and many small cores to improve the
over-all performance.
t(I, P ) = cseq I as P bs + cpar I ap P bp

(5.1)

As a second contribution, We analyzed the program inherent characteristics of the
serial and parallel parts of the multi-threaded applications and found that they both
have different signatures. Serial part has more memory intensive and control instructions, while parallel part has more vector and compute instructions. Then, we conducted a design space exploration to find out the resource requirement of the core
executing serial and parallel parts of multi-threaded application using multi-threaded
PINTOOL based trace simulators. We explored three main resource requirements of
the core executing serial and parallel sections individually 1. number of execution units
required, 2. type of branch predictor required and 3. size of the private cache required.
With the experiments, we infer the following 1. Serial part has higher inherent potential Instruction Level Parallelism than the parallel part and, hence, will benefit from
more execution units i,e using a wider issue core. 2. Serial part has more hard to
predict branches compared to the parallel part and requires complex branch predictors
to achieve high prediction accuracy. 3. Serial part has a bigger memory footprint than
the parallel part i,e the re-usage of data read from memory is less frequent and, hence,
demands a bigger private cache than the parallel part. Thus, many-core with many
small cores to execute the parallel sections and few large cores to execute the serial
section seems to be more appropriate and emphasizes that the future of many-core
should be heterogeneous cores.

Recommendations for future work
In our first contribution, the prediction was mainly based on the empirical model (black
box model) built on training set obtained from measuring the execution time of the
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serial and parallel section of a multi-threaded program. This model has a limitation,
as, it partially captures the performance degradation due to the hardware bottleneck
due to resource contention. In order to capture the other hardware bottlenecks similar
modeling can be done with the training sets obtained from computation, memory access
and core to core communication as shown in Equation 5.2. In current day processors,
these information can be obtained from the Performance Monitoring Units available in
the hardware as the number of events. By fitting the model individually for computation, memory access and communication we can construct a mechanistic model that
can be useful in understanding the application scalability limiting factor when building
a many-core system.

t(I, P ) = tcomp (I, P ) + tmem (I, P ) + tcomm (I, P )

(5.2)

In our second contribution, we explored the design space of the core with respect to
the resources required by the serial and parallel sections of the multi-threaded program.
We investigated 3 out of the 4 main requirements of the core like number of execution
units required, type of branch predictors required and the size of private cache required.
This can be extended with a study on prefetchers in serial and parallel cores to make
the core design space exploration complete. We can obtain interesting directions by
finding out the prefetching capability of the serial and parallel parts of the program
which requires a detailed analysis [LKV12] on the strides of data accessed by these
sections respectively. Further different hardware and software prefetching strategies
([LM98], [WBM+ 03],[MFZY14]) can be studied for the serial and parallel parts that
can enhance the performance of the serial or parallel core. I have done some preliminary
experiments with prefetchers but due to lack ot time it was difficult to conclude on the
results whether prefetchers will benefit serial and parallel sections. Prefetcher analysis needs lot of experiments and a lot more analysis to conclude something concrete
because getting a good prefetcher metric like accuracy, coverage and timeliness does
not really guarantee an improvement in the overall performance which will become an
exhaustive study by itself.
In this thesis, we focused on performance evaluation completely based on areaperformance trade-off. One more interesting future work can be to study the powerperformance trade-off by building analytical model ([WL08], [HK10]) which can capture
the power requirements for serial and parallel cores. There can be different conclusion
on building future many-cores if we consider power requirements of serial and parallel
parts of the application.
Finally, this thesis work has led to 3 publications as listed below
1. ”An Empirical High level performance model for future many-cores”,
ACM International Conference on Computing Frontiers 2015.
2. ”Sequential and parallel code sections are different: they may require
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different processors” ,HiPEAC - 2015, PARMA-DITAM .
3. ” Impact of serial scaling of multi-threaded programs in many-core
era”,SBAC-PADW - 2014.
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Appendix
In this section, we present the extra results obtained for the Xeon Westmere processor.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, we show our SPS model for few large many-core processor
and validate the model here. The explanation for understanding the model parameters remains same like in Chapter 3 and the serial section model of Xeon is used for
demonstrating the benefit of heterogeneous model using large core for serial section
from Xeon and many small cores from xeon-phi for parallel section. There is a slight
serial section

Parallel section

can

5726.89I −0.005 P −0.009

14005I 0.961 P −0.842

swap

0

8362I 1.02 P −0.9835

body

553.2I 0.9646 P 0.047

14519I 1.01 P −0.982

fluid

1013.9I 0.0172 P −0.09

2372.8I 0.98 P −0.737

deltri

1396I 0.884 P −0.02

1847.5I 0.9911 P −0.786

preflow

26.78I 0.985 P 0.007

3200.3I 1.0497 P −0.923

boruvka

456.04I 0.988 P 0.008

11247I 1.061 P −0.936

barneshut

54.4I 1.014 P −0.012

6187.5I 1.964 P −0.971

survey

454I 1.02 P 0.002

16487I 1.1 P −0.949

Table A.1: SPS parameters for different applications executed on Xeon Westmere obtained using trainingset{I ≤ 16, P ≤ 16}
difference between the applications used in both the processors due to troubles with
building the application in the platform. Body was not buildable in Xeon-phi and sssp
was not buildable in Xeon.
Table A.1 shows the model obtained for Xeon processors using the training set
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{I ≤ 16, P ≤ 16}. Figure A.1 shows the validation of the model in Xeon processor with
the validation set {I=32,P ≤ 24}1 . The prediction error range for every application
is illustrated by using a boxplot that shows the minimum, maximum and median percentage errors in these applications. We can observe from Figure A.1 that the median
error for predicting the application performance running 24 threads are in the range of
7 to -3 percentage which can be acceptable for our high level modeling as SPS model
gives upper bound of the achievable performance.
Table A.2 compares the achievable speedup for the considered application when
different models are used. Between Xeon and Xeon-Phi, we can notice a great difference in the performance of swap when executed in 1024 cores speedupphi = 174 and
speedupxeon = 912 in the SPS model. This is mainly because of the parallel scaling
factor P P Sphi = −0.744 and P P Sxeon = −0.983. So in this case, few big core manycore processors seems better.
Table A.3 shows how the parallel fraction f varies as we increase the input set size
I in the Xeon platform. Comparing it with Xeon-phi, we infer that the parallel fraction
f of an application running may vary depending on the underlying architecture and
the input set size used. For example, deltri running on Xeon phi has a parallel fraction
f = 0.959 and one running on Xeon has a parallel fraction f = 0.570.

10

5

% error

0

−5

−10

survey

boruvka

barnes

preflow

deltri

can

swap

Figure A.1: Box plot showing error in few large many-core Xeon
1

Fluid is not included in validation because it executes only with 2n threads

body
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Benchmark

f

Amdhal

Gustafson GSSE

SPS

can

0.995

175.26

1019.16

888.86

131.10

swap

1.000

1022.80

1024.00

1023.96

912.50

body

0.971

33.49

994.43

524.93

33.35

deltri

0.684

3.16

700.98

65.88

3.14

preflow

0.994

138.07

1017.58

852.10

126.00

boruvka

0.981

51.02

1004.93

637.27

49.66

barneshut

1.000

919.33

1023.89

1020.37

768.20

survey

0.980

47.96

1003.65

621.18

24.00

Table A.2: Achievable speedup for the applications with I = 100 and P = 1024 in
Xeon.

Benchmark

1

10

100

1000

10000

can

0.710

0.958

0.995

0.999

1.000

swap

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

body

0.965

0.968

0.971

0.974

0.976

deltri

0.570

0.629

0.684

0.735

0.780

preflow

0.992

0.993

0.994

0.995

0.995

boruvka

0.961

0.973

0.981

0.987

0.991

barneshut

0.991

0.999

1.000

1.000

1.000

survey

0.973

0.977

0.980

0.983

0.985

Table A.3: Parallel fraction f for varying Input set size from I=1 to 10000 for applications executed on Xeon.
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